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  EXT. OUTSIDE OF WONDERLAND - MORNING

          It is a warm Monday morning of June 2245, only two hours
          after sunrise. There is a line of people stepping on a boat
          just outside of the Massive city called Wonderland. The
          water is crystal clear, and the bright colored fish are
          swinging around energetically.

          The air is clear; the bright blue sky is full of white puffy
          clouds, and the sun is shining down making the temperature
          perfect for the day. The beautiful site of Wonderland,
          behind a huge gates at the end of the river, is causing the
          people getting in the boat to constantly stop and pause for
          a second to gaze at it.

          There is a young woman who is sitting in the boat waiting
          patiently for them to all get in.

          Everyone is finally seated in the boat and ready to get
          underway. The young women stands up and begins to speak.

                              MICHELLE
                    Hello my name is Michelle and let
                    me be the first to welcome you to
                    our glorious city. We are very
                    sorry for the lost, or your city,
                    and we assure you that you'll be
                    well taken care of here.

          Michelle taps the shoulder of the boat driver who is behind
          her.

                              MICHELLE
                    As we travel through Wonderland
                    towards the laboratory I'll give
                    you the tour.

          The driver takes up the anchor and the boat begins to move
          steady through the water making gentle ripples.



          EXT. GATES OF WONDERLAND - MORNING

          They come to a huge gate opening with an arch over it with
          the words Welcome to Wonderland.

                              MICHELLE
                    Wonderland has three gates. This is
                    the river gate.

          The gate opens and just as the boat goes through it closed.
          Many of the people gasp in amazement of the beautiful site.
          The river stops at a waterfall then continues to stretch
          across Wonderland. The laboratory stands on a hill on the
          other side of the city towering into the sky. As the boat
          comes to the waterfall it continues going straight, flying
          through over the city.

                              MICHELLE
                    Down to your left you can see the
                    school, and next to it the library.

          As Michelle talks a young man named Bryan stands up and
          walks over to her.

                              MICHELL
                    Can I help you?

                              BRYAN
                    Yes, where is the Laboratory?

                              MICHELLE
                    Oh, that's our final stop.

                              BRYAN
                    Great because I'm going work there.
                         (holds out his hand)
                    I'm Professor Bryan Simmons.

                              

          Michelle grabs his hand and shakes it.

                              MICHELLE
                    Oh it's a pleasure to meet you.
                    I've heard about you.



                              BRYAN
                    You have?

                              MICHELLE
                    Yes, everyone here knows when we
                    get a new scientist, and I'm sorry
                    about your civilization.

                              BRYAN
                    It's okay, at least we were able to
                    get most of the people out. Anyway
                    I'm so excited about meeting
                    Wonderman.

                              MICHELLE
                         (Gazes into space)
                    Yeah, he's one in a million.

                              BRYAN
                    You say that like you know him.

                              MICHELLE
                         (Snaps out of it)
                    We all know him.

                              BRYAN
                    But you say it like you know him
                    personally.

                              MICHELLE
                    Well, he has saved my life a few
                    times.

          The boat comes to a stop.

          EXT. OUTSIDE OF THE WONDERLAND LAB - MORNING

                              DRIVER
                    HERE WE ARE.

                              MICHELLE
                    Okay this is our stop. This is
                    Wonderland's famous laboratory.
                    This is where Wonderland was began.
                    Please watch your step and have a
                    good day.



          As they step off people in white coats greets them.

                              BRYAN
                    Hi I'm Professor Bryan Simmons from
                    Elton.

                              SCIENTIST

                              
                         Ah yes we've been expecting
                         you. Right this way.

          INT. WONDERLAND'S LAB - MORNING

          The man leads Bryan though a hall and introduces himself as
          Professor White.

                              WHITE
                    I'm Professor White, it's a
                    pleasure to meet you. Let me be the
                    first to welcome you to
                    Wonderland's lab.

                              BRYAN
                         (looking around)
                    Wow!

                              PR. WHITE
                    Yeah this is where it all started
                    hundreds of years ago.

          White leads Bryan to the a metal door at the end of the
          hall. Professor White takes out a card and slides it in a
          slot on the side. The door opens.

          INT. WONDERLAND'S LAB - MORNING

          As they walked in Bryan is stunned at the site of the huge
          Laboratory. The people in the lab are moving around quickly
          to get their work done.

                              BUSY
                    Wow everyone is so busy.

                              WHITE



                    Well we're constantly trying to
                    find ways to improve Wonderland.
                    Now if you would follow me to the
                    elevator I'll introduce you to
                    Professor McKnight. He's the head
                    scientist here.

          INT. ELEVATOR - DAY

          Bryan and White are standing in an elevator heading to the
          top floor.

                              BRYAN
                    So how is Professor McKnight?

                              WHITE
                    He's a good guy. You'll like him.

          As the elevator climbs They could see the view of wonder
          growing through the glass door.

                              BRYAN
                    So you guys here are like in charge
                    of Wonderland?

                              

                              WHITE
                    Wonderland has no leaders. Yes we
                    protect and watch over it, But The
                    people here make their own choices.
                    Every idea concerning Wonderland is
                    made by voting.

                              BRYAN
                    That's new.

                              WHITE
                    This is a free civilization. People
                    should be able to make their own
                    decisions.

          INT. PRO. MCKNIGHT'S OFFICE - DAY

          The elevator comes to a stop, before red double doors. The
          Elevator doors opened and Bryan notices White staring at



          him.

                              WHITE
                    This your stop, I'd love to stay
                    and talk old man Mcknight but I
                    have lots of work to do.

          Just as Bryan steps off the elevator Professor White presses
          a button and the door close then the elevator sinks down,
          leaving a cylinder window with a view of the city. Bryan
          stares out of the window for a second in amazement then
          turns and walks towards professor Mcknight's door.

          INT. PRO. MCKNIGHT'S OFFICE - DAY

          Bryan walks up to the doors and knocks on it. The doors
          opened to a big oval shaped room with a desk on the other
          side of it. Professor Mcknight is sitting behind the desk
          staring at him.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    Professor Simmons I presume.

                              BRYAN
                    Yes.

          Bryan walks up to him and they shake hands. Bryan then takes
          a seat in front of the desk.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    I'm sorry to hear about you home.
                    The Magaknights are a ruthless
                    bunch.

                              BRYAN
                    Thanks for your sympathy.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    Now you've probably heard this all
                    day, but welcome to Wonderland.
                    Here we live peaceful, relaxed
                    lives, and we'd like to keep it
                    that way.

                              BRYAN
                    Yes sir, I completely understand.



                              MCKNIGHT
                    You'll be working in the defense
                    division.

                              BRYAN
                    When do I get to meet Wonderman?

                              MCKNIGHT
                    In time; he used to always stay in
                    the lab, but I started to notices a
                    decline in motivation from him. So
                    I gave him a bit of freedom. In
                    fact your job will be to monitor
                    him.

                              BRYAN
                    Monitor?

                              MCKNIGHT
                    Wonderman is a creation of
                    Wonderland scientist. We must
                    always monitor him to make sure he
                    is always one hundred percent
                    combat capable. Remember we have no
                    military, so Wonderman is our only
                    defense.

                              BRYAN
                    You're only defense?

                              MCKNIGHT
                    Well, we do have a police force
                    called Guardians, but they're just
                    used to keep the peace with in
                    Wonderland. Everything bigger is
                    handled by Wonderman. Any
                    questions?

                              BRYAN
                    Just one.
                         (points to a picture on the
                         wall)
                    Who are the people in that picture?

          McKnight stands up and walks over to the picture



          scrutinizing it.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    These are the founders of
                    Wonderland.

          Mcknight points to a man in the center of the picture with
          short black hair and brown eyes.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    This man is the one who lead the
                    great rebellion where thousands of
                    people left their homes to start a
                    new life. His name was Josh Alcrez.
                    But enough talk for now. You have
                    to get acquainted with your new
                    co-worker professor Williams.

                              BRYAN
                    What's he like?

                              MCKNIGHT
                    I'll say this, He's one in
                    Wonderland. you're actually¬†
                    replacement.
                         (sighs)
                    It'll be the first time anyone's
                    ever gotten fired from a job in
                    Wonderland, but he's what you call
                    a black sheep. He's been caught
                    selling our technology to other
                    civilizations behind our backs.

                              BRYAN
                    Wow.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    He was almost voted to be kicked
                    out of Wonderland, but he was
                    lucky. Now go down to the
                    fifty-third level. That's the
                    defense division, they're expecting
                    you.

          INT. DEFENSE OPERATION - DAY



          The elevator doors open and Bryan steps off in front of a
          big green door with a black line running down the middle and
          a control panel on the right side.

          He walks up to the control panel and presses the buzz
          button.

                              VOICE
                    Defense Division.

                              BRYAN
                    I'm Professor Bryan Simmons
                    from......

          Before he can finish his sentence the door opens splitting
          from the black line.

          As Bryan walks in he is greeted by a professor David Chris.

                              DAVID
                    Welcome to Wonderland. I'm
                    Professor David Chris

                              BRYAN
                    Professor McKnight told me that I'd
                    be working with professor Williams.

                              DAVID
                    Yes, right this way.

          David leads Bryan though the lab. Bryan looks around as they
          walk watching the people move around and work.

                              BRYAN
                    Doesn't anyone ever take a break
                    here?

                              DAVID
                    We do get down time every once in a
                    while.

                              

          David takes Bryan to a desk with a big computer that
          stretches across it next an opening in the near by wall that
          leads outside.



                              DAVID
                    This is your work space.¬†

                              BRYAN
                    Why is there no glass on that
                    window, aren't you guys worried
                    someone would fall out.

                              DAVID
                    It's not a window, it's Wonderman's
                    enter point, he flies remember.

                              BRYAN
                    I guess that makes sense.

                              VOICE OF WILLIAMS
                         (behind them)
                    Who is this?

          They turn a see Williams standing behind them.

                              DAVID
                    Williams, where have you been?

                              WILLIAMS
                    Taking a break, now who is this?

                              DAVID
                    This is your co-worker professor
                    Simmons.

                              WILLIAMS
                    You mean replacement.

                              DAVID
                    Now Williams......

                              WILLIAMS
                    No need to explain. I knew it would
                    happen sooner or later.
                         (turns towards Bryan)
                    no hard feeling.

                              BRYAN
                    Really?



                              WILLIAMS
                    Don't worry I'll teach you well
                    before I go.

                              DAVID
                    Then I guess my work here is done.

          David turns and walks away. Williams and Bryan stand staring
          at each other for a minute. Williams begins to pace himself
          around Bryan.

                              WILLIAMS
                    So you're supposed to replace me
                    eh.

                              BRYAN
                    Look, I'm sorry. This is what
                    Professor McKnight assigned me to
                    do.

          Williams stops and stares him in the eyes.

                              WILLIAMS
                    Okay, let's work.

                              

          Williams presses a button on the computer and a diagram of a
          Wonderman comes up.

                              WILLIAMS
                    This is Wonderman. He is the
                    perfect being. His body temperature
                    is always at ninety-eight degrees.
                    His heart rate is always at Fifty.¬†
                    vitals, are always normal he is
                    immune to any and every illness
                    known to man. If any of this ever
                    changes even by a hair, then
                    something's wrong. He has the
                    strength of one hundred men, he can
                    move faster then the speed of sound
                    and he's body is tougher then
                    diamond. He can fire heat beams
                    from his hands. He has no weakness,



                    and last but not least he doesn't
                    age, past 25 any questions

                              BRYAN
                    Wow, he's is everything I thought
                    he was.

                              WILLIAMS
                    Well don't get your hopes up. He
                    isn't exactly the nicest person
                    you'll meet.

          Bryan's facial expression slowly changes to a look of
          confusion.

                              BRYAN
                    What do you mean by that?

                              WILLIAMS
                    Why do you think he isn't here
                    right now? Old man McKnight had to
                    give him some freedom in hopes that
                    it would change his attitude a bit.

                              BRYAN
                    I don't quite understand what
                    you're saying. I mean Wonderman is
                    a hero to Wonderland right?

                              WILLIAMS
                    For the most part. Anyway I'm sure
                    you know in the year 2025 a huge
                    meteor crashed into the earth
                    spewing an alien radiation which
                    changed the world as everyone knew
                    it.

                              BRYAN
                    Yes, that's when rapid evolution
                    took place and hundreds of new
                    species were created.

                              WILLIAMS
                    Well, it was alien elements from
                    that meteor which allowed the
                    Wonderland scientist to the create



                    Wonderman.¬†

                              BRYAN
                    Why didn't they make more like him?

                              WILLIAMS
                    One is all we need, plus the
                    journey back the Meteor to get more
                    elements is too dangerous for
                    anyone to take.

          EXT. WONDERLAND - DAY

          The citizens of Wonderland are moving about calmly, with
          their daily lives The city is decorated in bright colors and
          beautiful paintings on some building walls. There are small
          huts as well as skyscrapers. The vehicles hover around the
          city and zeppelins fly around the air. Throughout the city a
          crystal clear river flows in from the southeast side and
          divides into two when it reaches the center. There are
          bridges over many parts of the river, and a big park in the
          center of the city. The citizens begin to notice a dark
          shadow descending over the city.

          INT. PRO. MCKNIGHT'S OFFICE - DAY

          Professor McKnight is sitting at his desk but stands up as
          he notices the shade slowly covering the light from his
          window. He turns and sees a huge airship hovering over
          Wonderland. The citizens watch in helpless fear. Professor
          McKnight quickly picks up a phone on his desk dials three
          numbers then shouted over the receiver.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    CALL WONDERMAN!

          EXT. WONDERLAND - DAY

          A door on the bottom of the ship opens, a huge metal robot
          falls to the ground, and begins to swing its arms around and
          tear the buildings apart one by one.

          INT. PRO. MCKNIGHT'S OFFICE - DAY

          Professor McKnight could do nothing except watch his
          beautiful city turn to rubble. With the phone up to his



          right ear he yells again over the receiver.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    WHERE IS WONDERMAN?

          EXT. SHYROCK CLIFF - DAY

          Wonderman is lying on the grass with his arms spread out
          watching the clouds move through the bright sky. He is
          wearing a red vest with a black W on it in a black ring. He
          has black short sleeves coming out from under his vest, red
          paints, a black caped, and a black mask covering only his
          eyes and the top his noise.

          The watch on his arm starts to beep. He rolls his head looks
          at his watch then rolls it back towards the sky and sighs.

                              WONDERMAN
                    What now?¬†

          He hears a tiny voice coming from his forehead.

                              VOICE
                    Hey Wonderman wa cha doin?

          He rolls his eyes up and sees a tiny figure standing on his
          head. It is shaped like a human but six inches tall with
          wings on its back.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Nitch, how many times to I have to
                    tell you, don't stand on my head.¬†

                              NITCH
                    You know ya watch is beeping.

                              WONDERMAN
                    So.

                              NITCH
                    Why don't ya answer it?

                              WONDERMAN
                    I'll get to it; eventually.

                              NITCH



                    It could be important.

                              WONDERMAN
                    It's always important.

                              NITCH
                         (Nitch crossed his arms)
                    Hu and you call ya-self a hero.

          Wonderman plucks Nitch and he falls off Wonderman's head to
          the ground. Wonderman then he sits up, presses a button on
          his watch, and speaks.

                              WONDERMAN
                    What is it?

                              

                              PANICKING (VO)
                    WONDERMAN WE NEED YOU THE
                    MAGAKNIGHTS HAVE SENT ANOTHER ONE
                    OF THEIR MACHINES AND IT'S
                    DESTROYING WONDERLAND PLEASE HELP!

                              NITCH
                    Won't say ah told ya so.

          Wonderman stands up, runs to the edge of the cliff, jumps
          off, and begins soaring though the air towards Wonderland.

          EXT. WONDERLAND - DAY

          The robot rampages through Wonderland tearing it apart piece
          by piece. The people are running around in terror with
          nothing to do but watch their beautiful city get torn to
          Pieces. A man who was running suddenly stops as he sees a
          shadow move quickly on the ground he looks up.

                              MAN
                    HEY LOOK IT'S WONDERMAN.

          The rest of the people all stop running and begin to cheer
          as Wonderman flies though the city towards the robot. The
          robot looks up and notices it's ship flying away.

                              WONDERMAN



                    Hey!

          The Robot turns sees Wonderman floating by him with his arms
          cross.

                              WONDERMAN
                    So you're the one who's got
                    Wonderland all worked up.

          The robot swings and Wonderman lifts up his left arm and
          catches the robot's arm. He then holds up his right palm and
          shoots a beam of fire at the base of the robot's arm melting
          it off.

          Now, holding the robot's arm, he swings it around and hits
          the robot knocking it down towards Wonderland.

          Wonderman throws away the arm, and quickly flies under the
          robot, catching it. He lifts it up into the air, flies
          outside of Wonderland, and throws it into the distance. The
          citizens of Wonderland cheer him own as he flies around in a
          circle then up towards the laboratory.

          INT. WONDERLAND'S LAB DEFENSE OPERATIONS - DAY

                              MCKNIGHT
                    WHERE WERE YOU? WE'VE BEEN TRYING
                    TO CALL YOU FOR AT LEAST FIFTEEN
                    MINUTES BEFORE YOU RESPONDED!

                              WONDERMAN
                    WELL, I SAVED WONDERLAND DIDN'T I?
                    For the thousandth time.

                              MCKNIGHT
                         (takes a deep breath and
                         relaxes his angry)
                    Listen Wonderman, you're our only
                    defense. We can't afford for you to
                    be late. Now we have to rebuild the
                    parts of the city that was
                    destroyed.

                              WONDERMAN
                    With Wonderland's technology you
                    guys could rebuild it in no time.



                              MCKNIGHT
                    That's the not the point, try to
                    focus more on your work. I don't
                    know where you go when you leave
                    the laboratory, but if you want to
                    keep that privilege show up when we
                    need you.

          McKnight turns begins to walk away. He then stops and looks
          back.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    We're lucky no one was killed.

          McKnight turns his head back forward and continues to walk
          away.

                              

          Wonderman walks over to a chair by Bryan's computer, sits
          down, and puts his hands on his head. Bryan walks to his
          computer and sits down behind it. He suddenly notices
          Wonderman sitting next to him.

                              BRYAN
                         (in excitement)
                    Wonderman!

          Wonderman slowly takes his hands off his head and looks at
          Bryan.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Who are you?

          Bryan quickly stands up wipes his hand on his shirt then
          holds it out.

                              BRYAN
                    I'm Professor Bryan Simmons, I'll
                    be monitoring you from now on.

          Wonderman stares at him in silence for a moment.

                              WONDERLAN
                         (sarcastically)



                    Wow! Another baby sitter.

          Bryan pulls his hand back.

                              BRYAN
                    Maybe this isn't the best time for
                    introductions.

          Bryan sits back down and begins to work. Wonderman puts his
          hands back on his face. After a few seconds Bryan begins to
          scrutinize Wonderman. After a minute Wonderman gets annoyed.

                              WONDERMAN
                         (angry)
                    What?

                              BRYAN
                         (a little frightened)
                    Nothing, you just look a little
                    like that guy from the picture
                    hanging up in Professor McKnight's
                    office.

                              WONDERMAN
                    You mean Josh Alcrez?

                              BRYAN
                    Yes.

                              WONDERMAN
                    He was my father.

                              BRYAN
                    You're father?

                              WONDERMAN
                    Well I didn't just appear out of
                    then air.

          Williams walks up to them.

                              WILLIAMS
                    Wonderman! I see you've manged
                    upset old man McKnight again.

                              WONDERMAN



                    And I see they've finally found
                    your replacement. Now if you would
                    excuse me I'll be on my way, this
                    lab is just too boring for me.

          Wonderman stands up, walks over to the opening, then looks
          back at Bryan.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Call me when he's finally fired.

          Wonderman jumps out and begins to soar away.

          EXT. MAGAKNIGHT CITY - EVENING

          Far from Wonderland the Magaknight drop ship docks in a huge
          city. Unlike Wonderland this city is dark and mechanical.
          The people of this city relied on machines, to survive. This
          civilization is known as the Magaknights.

          The leader Rapid sits at a desk in his office in a tall
          tower in the center of the city.

          INT. RAPID'S OFFICE

          There is a sudden knock on the door.

                              RAPID
                    YES?

          A man walks in with a patch on his left eye. He walks up to
          Rapid takes a knee and greats him.

                              GENERAL
                    Sir.

                              RAPID
                    General I take it you have news
                    from the attack.

          The general rises.

                              GENERAL
                    Sir, we thought this weapon would
                    be unbeatable. Our men worked
                    really hard on this one, but it



                    still was no match for Wonderman.

                              RAPID
                    That's what I was expecting.

                              GENERAL
                    But Sir, this was our strongest
                    weapon yet. Maybe Wonderland is a
                    lost cause.

                              RAPID
                    Do you have any idea of the
                    technology Wonderland possess. With
                    it we'll be unstoppable, even the
                    Locus will be at our mercy.

          There is a another knock on the door.

                              RAPID
                    Enter.

          The door opens and another Magaknight soldier walks in. He
          walks up to Rapid takes a knee then rises.

                              SOLDIER
                    Sir there is a visitor here to see
                    you.

                              RAPID
                    Visitor?

                              SOLDIER
                    It's Max and two of his men.

                              RAPID
                    Max?
                         (Thinks for a sec)
                    Ha, speak of the devil. I admire
                    his bravery, send them in.

                              SOLDIER
                    Yes sir.

                              RAPID
                    And make sure our guess are well
                    accompanied.



          The solider steps out, while Rapid rubs his hands in
          anticipation. After a few second the door opens and three
          men walk in dress all in black. Accompanied by Magaknight
          Soldiers. The one in the middle has long black hair that
          hangs down to his shoulders and black eyes. His skin is
          pale, and from the bottom of his eyes to top of his head is
          painted black with black stripes going down from the ends of
          his eyes to the middle of his check, then splitting and
          running down the rest of his face. His name is Max, lord of
          the Locus.

                              RAPID
                         (to his General)
                    You are dismissed.

                              GENERAL
                    Yes sir.

          The General quickly turns and walks out the room. The three
          Locus walk closer to Rapid's desk. Rapid leans his chair
          back and puts his feet up on his desk.

                              RAPID
                    So what brings the great Max
                    himself shows up to my door step?
                    You've got some nerve coming here
                    after our last encounter.

                              MAX
                    You were lucky last time
                    Magaknight. Don't push it.

                              RAPID
                    What are you saying? That you could
                    have beaten me and my army? No one
                    is powerful enough to defeat the
                    Magaknights especially a group of
                    magical clowns.

                              MAX
                    Well as I recall the great
                    Magaknights ran away with their
                    tails between their legs.

                              RAPID



                         (stand in anger and slams his
                         palms on his desk)
                    You talk tough but don't forget
                    where you are Locus.

          The Magaknight guards slightly lift their weapons.

                              

                              MAX
                         (laughs)
                    Don't worry I didn't come here to
                    settle old scores. I'm here because
                    I have a proposal.

                              RAPID
                    I'm listening.

                              MAX
                    Both our civilizations have been
                    traveling the world and invading
                    others. You want technology, and I
                    want resources. But there is this
                    one civilization that just doesn't
                    know when to give up. They have
                    technology that you can only dream
                    of and enough resources to last 2
                    life times, and I guess you have a
                    pretty good idea as to what
                    civilization I'm referring to.

                              RAPID
                    So what's your point neither the
                    Magaknights nor the Locus can stand
                    against Wonderman.

                              MAX
                    What if we knew his weakness.

                              RAPID
                         (sits back down in his chair
                         and kicks his feet up on his
                         desk)
                    You have my attention.

                              MAX



                    You see I will soon be acquiring
                    the blueprint of Wonderman, but
                    once I have it, it really isn't
                    going to be much use to me, being
                    that we Locus aren't exactly
                    proficient in science, but that's
                    where you would come in.

                              RAPID
                    Can you really get the blue print.

                              MAX
                    The operation is already begun. So
                    what do you say we set aside our
                    differences just this once. Once
                    Wonderman has fallen we invade
                    Wonderland together.

                              RAPID
                    I still don't trust you Locus and I
                    never will, but if you can really
                    get the blue print, then you have a
                    short alliance with the
                    Magaknights.

                              MAX
                    I just have one request.

                              RAPID
                    What?

                              MAX
                    I want to be the one to kill
                    Wonderman.

                              RAPID
                    He's been a bigger menace to me
                    then to you. Why should you get the
                    glory.

                              MAX
                    Because he took the life of my
                    father, and I swore I would get
                    revenge.

                              RAPID



                    Fine, you can take him, But I don't
                    want you or any of your men near
                    the Lab.

                              MAX
                    Fair enough.

          EXT. WONDERLAND - SUN SET

          The sun begins to set upon Wonderland and the sky falls
          dark, as Wonderman flies across the night sky over
          Wonderland.

          EXT. MICHELLE'S BALCONY - NIGHT

          Michelle is standing on her balcony in an evening gown
          staring at the night sky. The light from the stars and moon
          are bright enough for her to see most of Wonderland. She
          notices a figure in the sky getting closer and closer
          towards her. Michelle knows it is Wonderman right away and
          smiles. He flies up to her balcony and lands in front of
          her. Michelle smiles at him.

                              MICHELLE
                    Now how did I know you'd come here.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Maybe because I come here every
                    night.

          Michelle hugs and kisses him. As he stares into her eyes she
          notices a depressive look in his face.

                              MICHELLE
                    What's wrong?

                              WONDERLAN
                    What do you mean?

                              MICHELLE
                    Come on, you know you can't hide
                    anything from me.

          Wonderman brushes her hair back.

                              WONDERMAN



                    Don't worry I'm fine.

                              MICHELLE
                    Don't tell me not to worry, if your
                    not happy then I'm not happy.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Michelle please, can we just drop
                    it.¬†

                              MICHELLE
                    stop trying to shut me out.

                              WONDERMAN
                    I'm not. I just don't want to talk
                    about it, that's all.

          Michelle lets go of Wonderman wan walks into her room,
          Wonderman follows

                              MICHELLE
                    It's like you keep changing on me.
                         (Sits down on her bed)
                    you're becoming a completely
                    different person then when we first
                    met.

                              WONDERLAN
                    What are you talking about?

                              MICHELLE
                    You don't care anymore.

                              WONDERLAND
                    Of course I care; most of the time.

          Wonderman Kneels in front of her and grabs her hands

                              WONDERMAN
                    I care about you.

                              MICHELLE
                    What about the rest of Wonderland.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Them to.



                              MICHELLE
                    Then why were you late today?

                              WONDERMAN
                    I have my reasons.

                              MICHELLE
                    What? What could possibly be more
                    important then protecting the
                    people who rely on you so much?

          Wonderman stands up steps back and puts his hands on his
          head.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Well maybe they should start
                    becoming more self dependent.

                              MICHELLE
                    Come on Wonderman. You know that no
                    one in Wonderland can take on any
                    of the civilizations that threaten
                    us.

                              WONDERMAN
                         (angry)
                    MICHELLE PLEASE I'VE BEEN DOING
                    THIS FOR OVER TWO CENTURIES¬† DON'T
                    YOU THINK I DESERVE A LITTLE BREAK
                    EVERY NOW AND THEN.

          Michelle stares at him in salience unable to believe what
          she is hearing. After a few seconds of them not saying
          anything to each other, Wonderman sighs walks to the balcony
          and flies away.

          INT. WONDERLAND'S LAB DEFENSE OPERATIONS - NIGHT

          Bryan and Williams are finishing up for the night.

                              WILLIAMS
                    Bryan I have a favor to ask you.

                              BRYAN
                    What?



          Williams hands him a disc.

                              WILLIAMS
                    This is some important information;
                    I need you to deliver it to a
                    friend for me.

          Bryan took the disc in his hand.

                              BRYAN
                    What is it?

                              WILLIAMS
                    Oh just some research he and I have
                    been working on. Now that I won't
                    be working here anymore, I gotta do
                    something with my life right.

                              BRYAN
                    Sure, I'll help.

                              GREAT
                    He'll be waiting at in the center
                    of the park, I would do it myself
                    but I'm swamp with other work.

                              BRYAN
                    Okay.

                              WILLIAMS
                    Thanks and hey; no hard feeling
                    about you talking you my job. I
                    mean, I knew it would happen sooner
                    or later. After all I do deserve
                    this.

          Bryan holds out his hand.

                              BRYAN
                    Thanks, maybe after all of this we
                    can be friends.

                              WILLIAMS
                         (shakes Bryan's hand)
                    Maybe we can.



          Bryan turns and walk away, as he does Williams watches with
          a sinister smile.

          EXT. WONDERLAND PARK - NIGHT

          Bryan looks at his watch and notices the time is eight
          thirty PM.

                              BRYAN
                    Where is this guy?

          He suddenly hears a deep voice, behind him.

                              VOICE
                    Hey.

          Bryan turns and sees a man standing behind him dressed in
          black.

                              BRYAN
                    Are you a friend of professor
                    Williams?

                              MAN
                    Sure, do you have the disc?

          Bryan hands him the disc that Williams gave him. The man
          takes it and looks at it. He then looks at Bryan's clueless
          face.

                              MAN
                    You have no idea what's going on
                    right now do you?

                              MAN
                    I'm helping professor Williams with
                    his research.

          The man begins to laugh then gets interrupted by the sound
          of sirens. Bryan turns towards the sounds and sees Guardian
          vehicles land a few yards behind him. He then turns back and
          sees that the man is gone. The Guardians all step out of
          their vehicles grab Bryan and handcuffs him.

                              GUARDIAN



                    Professor Bryan Simmons, you under
                    arrest for giving away classified
                    information.

                              BRYAN
                    What?

                              GUARDIAN
                    I guess that anonymous tip we got
                    was right.

          EXT. SHYROCK CLIFF - MORNING

          Wonderman is sitting on Shyrock cliff gazing down on
          Wonderland, his thoughts are on Michelle. The small voice of
          Nitch suddenly comes from on his right shoulder.

                              NITCH
                    Hey Wonderman wa cha doin?

                              WONDERMAN
                    What do you want now Nitch.

                              NITCH
                    It looks like somethings on ya
                    mind, and ah bet it's her.

                              NITCH
                    I don't know how much longer I can
                    put up with this. My life will
                    never go anywhere. It's just the
                    same thing everyday. And what
                    separates me from the rest of
                    Wonderland, is that I don't have a
                    choice.

                              NITCH
                    But you're their hero.

                              WONDERMAN
                    And that's the curse my father gave
                    me.

                              NITCH
                    Come'on people love ya.



                              WONDERMAN
                    Nitch you'll never understand what
                    it's like to be human. My whole
                    life was scared, scared of losing
                    the ones I cared about the way I
                    lost my father. That's why I
                    avoided getting close to anyone,
                    and it was easy until I met her.
                    She changed everything and
                    eventually she'll leave too and
                    I'll live on continuing to do the
                    same thing for the rest of
                    eternity. I just wish there was
                    some way I could be normal.

          INT. WONDERLAND COURT - MORNING

          Bryan is sitting in Wonderland's court handcuffed. In front
          of him is professor McKnight, Officer Aucoin the head of the
          Guardians, Mr. Stagg the man in charge of the well being of
          the residents, and Ms. Guillory the representative of the
          citizens of Wonderland. It is a hearing for Bryan.

                              AUCOIN
                    Professor Bryan Simmons, We were
                    kind enough to take you in after
                    your home was destroyed by the and
                    you repay us by handing over top
                    secret information to another
                    civilization. Why would you do such
                    a thing?

          Bryan stands up and sighs.

                              BRYAN
                    My intentions were good but my luck
                    was bad.
                         (sighs)
                    I was only trying to help a
                    co-worker. Professor Williams asked
                    me to deliver a disc to a friend
                    for him and I did it. I was trying
                    to fit in with your society. I
                    wanted too so bad, I would have
                    done anything without a second
                    thought.



                              MCKNIGHT
                    Wonderland was founded as a
                    socially free civilization. It was
                    meant for people to be able to
                    express themselves without having
                    to worry about being ridiculed or
                    looked down upon. That's how the
                    first scientists were able to get
                    such advance technology in compared
                    to the rest of the world. They put
                    their differences aside and worked
                    together. It was founded by open
                    minded people. No one has ever
                    acted or needed to try and fit in.

                              AUCOIN
                    Now, we've looked at the
                    surveillance videos from the park.
                    The man who you gave the disc to
                    has been identified as part of the
                    Locus civilization.

                              STAGG
                    Why would the Locus want our
                    technology?

                              MCKNIGHT
                    I don't know, this is unlike them.
                    Bryan do you have any answers for
                    us? Did Williams tell you anything.

                              BRYAN
                    No, he just told me it was research
                    for a project he was working on.

                              AUCOIN
                    Didn't you even talk to the man,
                    you handed the disc to.

                              BRYAN
                    No, as soon as I gave him the disc
                    he left.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    This is an unexpected move for the



                    Locus. We tried to find Williams,
                    but he was long gone.

                              GUILLORY
                    So what are we going to do about
                    this? We have to find out what
                    they're planning.

                              AUCOIN
                    And how do you expect we do that?

          Mcknight thinks for a second.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    You guys might not like this idea,
                    something but I feel it's necessary
                    in a time like this.

                              STAGG
                    What?

                              MCKNIGHT
                    We have to send spies to go to
                    Darkwood Canyon the location of the
                    Locus city and find out what
                    they're planing.

                              AUCOIN
                    Even if we did try something like
                    that we don't have anyone who would
                    be capable of doing it. We can't
                    send Wonderman because with this
                    unexpected move the Locus can
                    attack anytime and none of our
                    Guardians are trained for that type
                    of mission.

                              GUILLORY
                    Wait! McKnight is right but so is
                    Aucoin. We don't have anyone from
                    Wonderland who can do this task,
                    but who's to say we don't have
                    anyone.

                              AUCOIN
                    What do you mean?



                              GUILLORY
                    We send the prisoners Vince and
                    Tyler, we strike a deal and make
                    them work for their freedom, at
                    this point they'll do anything to
                    get it.¬†

                              AUCOIN
                    Come on, Vince is a Locus and
                    Tyler's a Magaknight. Who's to say
                    they won't betray us.

                              GUILLORY
                    Remember, Vince was betrayed by
                    Max, he'll jump at the chance to
                    revenge, and Tyler sees the Locus
                    as enemies, so he'll gladly to this
                    for his freedom. Look I really
                    don't think we have a choice, and I
                    don't think any of you want to just
                    sit around and wait for the Locus
                    to strike.

                              AUCOIN
                         (sighs)
                    Okay I guess that's what we'll do,
                    but we should send one of ours with
                    them to make sure they don't try to
                    double cross us.

                              BRYAN
                    I'll do it.

          They all look at Bryan.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    I think you've done enough.

                              BRYAN
                    Please, look I did what I did cause
                    I was trying to do the right,
                    thing. So please give me a real
                    chance to do the right thing I
                    promise I won't let you down.



          The court looks at each other, then turns back towards
          Bryan.

                              AUCOIN
                    Fine, we'll give you this chance,
                    consider it your penalty and if you
                    mess this up, you'll be banished
                    from Wonderland forever.

                              BRYAN
                    That's fare.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    And after you do complete this
                    mission you'll still be banished
                    from the lab.

                              BRYAN
                    What!

                              MCKNIGHT
                    I'm sorry Bryan, but you've proven
                    your self untrustworthy, which
                    makes you unable to be trusted
                    around our technology.

                              BRYAN
                         (puts his head down)
                    I understand.

          INT. WONDERLAND PRISON - DAY

          Officer Aucion is walking through the prison with two other
          Guardians. He comes to a section between two cells one on
          his left and one on his right. In the cell on his left is a
          man sitting down dressed in black. He was wearing black
          pants with a black short sleeve shirt and a black jacket
          that's hanging to his ankles. There are spikes on the
          sleeves of his jacket. He has short black hair, black eyes,
          and pale skin. He is the Locus named Vince.

          In the cell on his right is a man in brown pants and a brown
          short sleeve shirt. He has a muscular body with dirty blond
          hair, green eyes, and a scar going diagonally down his face
          from right to left across his left eye. He is the Magaknight
          named Tyler.



          Aucoin stands in the center of their cells.

                              ACOIN
                    Tyler, Vince.

          The both look up at him.

                              VINCE
                    So what brings the head Guardians
                    to our humble abode.

                              AUCION
                    A proposal.

                              VINCE
                    Well I've got a proposal for you,
                    get this Magaknight trash out of my
                    site and I won't have to kill him.

                              TYLER
                         (Angry)
                    DON'T TRY ME LOCUS!

                              AUCOIN
                    I'm glad to see you boys getting
                    along, cause if you both want to
                    earn freedom you're going to have
                    to work together.

                              TYLER
                    What are you talking about?

                              AUCOIN
                    We have work for you.

                              VINCE
                    What could possibly make Wonderland
                    ask their enemies for help?

                              TYLER
                    Why don't you go and ask the great
                    Wonderman, I'm sure he'll save the
                    day again.

                              AUCOIN



                    You two have been here longer then
                    all the other prisoners. And unlike
                    them you two are never getting out.
                    Now you can stay in those cells
                    until you rot, or you can swallow
                    your pride to take this one chance
                    for freedom.

                              VINCE
                    Okay you have our attention.

                              AUCOIN
                    Yesterday top secret scientific
                    information was stolen by the
                    Locus.

                              VINCE
                    Why would the Locus want scientific
                    information?

                              AUCOIN
                    That's where you two come in. You
                    two are going to go to Darkwood
                    Canyon as spies to find out what
                    they are planning.

                              TYLER
                    What makes you think we won't
                    runaway?

                              AUCOIN
                    We'll put a special devices on your
                    arms. If you turn on us we'll
                    activate it and it'll freeze you
                    still and act as a tracking device
                    so we can find you. The control for
                    it will be able to be operated from
                    the laboratory plus the one we're
                    sending with you will have a
                    portable control of his own.

                              VINCE
                    So we're getting a baby sitter?

                              AUCOIN
                    Call it what you want.



                              VINCE
                    Fine I'll do it.

                              TYLER
                    We'll I guess we really don't have
                    a choice.

                              AUCOIN
                    Good, follow me, we'll get you
                    prepared.

          INT. HOVER CAR - DAY

          Bryan, Vince, and Tyler are riding in a hover car on their
          way to Darkwood Canyon. Bryan is driving and the other two
          are sitting in the back.

          Tyler is wearing a brown trench coat. With guns holstered on
          each side. He also has a holster on each of his legs with
          guns, and an ax on his back. Vince speaks and brakes the
          silence.

                              VINCE
                    Hey Magaknight!

                              TYLER
                    What?

                              VINCE
                    You do know that when this is all
                    over I'll kill you right.

                              TYLER
                    Ha, you'll try.

                              VINCE
                    What kind of name is Magaknight
                    anyway, if your civilization is so
                    smart why couldn't you guys come up
                    with a name that makes more sense?

                              TYLER
                    Just keep talking Locus, while you
                    still can.



                              BRYAN
                    Calm down both of you.

                              VINCE
                    Oh I'm sorry, we all can't be
                    perfect like the great Wonderland.

                              BRYAN
                    I'm not from Wonderland. I'm from
                    Kinder.

                              TYLER
                    So you're a prisoner like us whose
                    got a deal?

                              TYLER
                    My civilization was destroyed by
                    the Magaknights, so Wonderland took
                    me in along with a few others.

                              VINCE
                    Figures they won't send one of
                    their own. Cowards, they're always
                    hiding behind Wonderman.

                              BRYAN
                    Wonderland is a good civilization;
                    they just have different beliefs
                    then the rest of the world. But
                    hey, it works.

                              TYLER
                    Well they can't hide behind their
                    beliefs forever eventually they
                    well fall.

                              BRYAN
                    Well they haven't fallen yet so
                    they must be doing something right.

          The Craft hovers across the plain.

          EXT. WONDERLAND - EVENING

          The sun is beginning to set on Wonderland and Wonderman is
          sitting on the top of the laboratory looking down on the



          city. He jumps off and begins to sore through the air.

          INT. MICHELLE'S ROOM - NIGHT

          Michelle is standing on her balcony gazing down on
          Wonderland when she suddenly hears the small voice of Nitch.

                              NITCH
                    Hey Michelle wa cha doin?

          She looks down and sees Nitch standing on the railing of her
          balcony.

                              MICHELLE
                    Hey Nitch, haven't seen you in a
                    while how have you been?"

                              NITCH
                    Good, just thought I'd stop by

                              MICHELLE
                    Have you seen Wonderman?

                              NITCH
                    No, why ya lookin?

                              MICHELLE
                    Well I'm worried about him; he
                    hasn't been himself lately.

                              NITCH
                    He's kind of lonely.

                              MICHELLE
                    Lonely? Why would he be lonely?
                    He's got me.

                              NITCH
                    Well ya know, the hold immortal
                    thing.

                              MICHELLE
                    Why hasn't he just talked to me
                    about it I could make him feel
                    better I always do.



                              NITCH
                    He's just stubborn.

                              MICHELLE
                    Hm, believe me I know.

          INT. MICHELLE'S ROOM - LATER

          Wonderman flies to Michelle's balcony and knocks on the
          glass door. She opens it and hugs him. He brushes her hair
          back and looked into her eyes.

                              WONDERMAN
                    I want you to know that I didn't
                    mean anything I said last night...

                              MICHELLE
                    It's okay. I understand how you
                    feel.

                              WONDERMAN
                    You do?

                              MICHELLE
                    Yes, I do think you deserve a break
                    but that doesn't change how much
                    this city needs you.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Michelle to tell you the truth, for
                    the past two years I've only been
                    doing this for you. I've just been
                    thinking a lot lately and I have no
                    real future and...

                              MICHELLE
                    Wonderman I understand you, and I
                    feel bad. I wish that you could
                    grow old with me, but it's selfish
                    of both of us to think like that.
                    If you're father was still hear
                    what do you think he'd say.

                              WONDERMAN
                    He always knew what to say. Come to
                    think it it's kind'a selfish, he



                    gave his life for Wonderland, and
                    it don't protect it he would have
                    died in vain . I'm so sorry
                    Michelle.

          Michelle wraps her arms around him.

          EXT. DARKWOOD CANYON - NIGHT

          Bryan, Vince, and Tyler are standing over Darkwood Canyon
          looking over the Locus city. The buildings are made from
          giant rocks with monstrous creatures walking around the city
          and flying over it as guards.

                              VINCE
                    Home Sweet home. They shouldn't
                    have kicked me out, now its pay
                    back.

                              TYLER
                    So Locus, what's the plan?

                              VINCE
                    Why do I have to come up with the
                    plan?

                              TYLER
                    Because this is your turf.

                              VINCE
                    Well you're supposed to be the
                    smart one Magaknight. Why don't you
                    come up with the plan?

                              TYLER
                    If it's up to me I say we should
                    kill every Locus in sight starting
                    with you.

                              BRYAN
                    Come on guys. We're only here to
                    gather info. We're trying to find
                    out exactly what information the
                    Locus stole from Wonderland and
                    why.



          EXT. DARKWOOD CANYON - NIGHT

          They walk down the canyon where a four legged creature, is
          guarding the entrance.

                              BRYAN
                    How do we get past that thing?

                              VINCE
                    The creatures we use are wild but
                    we control them with spells, I
                    should be able to gain control of
                    it.

          Vince slowly walks to the creature. It looks at him and
          begins to growl in a stance ready to pounce. Vince holds his
          right hand forward and closes his eyes. He slowly begins to
          sway it left and right. The creature body begins to sway
          along with his hand. After a minute the creature lies down
          and falls asleep. Bryan and Tyler comes out.

                              TYLER
                    Wow, I guess I didn't have to kill
                    it after all.

          Bryan and Tyler begin to walk ahead but Vince stops them.

                              VINCE
                    Wait!

                              TYLER
                    What is now Locus?

                              VINCE
                    We can't just walk in there, I mean
                    I'd be okay but anyone could tell
                    you're not Locus.

                              TYLER
                    Then what do we do?

                              VINCE
                    I've got an idea. Wait here I'll be
                    back.

          Vince walks into the city then comes back a few minutes



          later with two cloaks.

                              VINCE
                    Here wear these.

          Bryan and Tyler puts on the cloaks and covers their heads
          with hoods.

                              VINCE
                    This should work.

          As they begin to walk though the Locus city they noticed a
          dark shadow descending over the canyon. They looked up and
          see a huge ship over them.

                              TYLER
                    Hey that's a Magaknight ship.

                              BRYAN
                    are they attacking?

                              VINCE
                         (looks around)
                    None of the Locus are reacting, it
                    seems like an everyday thing to
                    them.

                              BRYAN
                    So are the Magaknights and Locus
                    allies now?

                              VINCE
                    That would explain why they would
                    want scientific information.
                    

          The ship lands right outside of the Canyon. Rapid along with
          a many other Magaknights walk out. They walked though the
          city to a center building. Bryan, Vince a Tyler follow them.

          INT. LOCUS BUILDING - NIGHT

          The Magaknights are posted around the room and Rapid walks
          to the center straight to Max. Bryan, Vince, and Tyler
          blended in.



                              MAX
                    Did you find the information
                    useful?

                              RAPID
                    Yes, and I think you'll like what
                    I've come up with.

                              VINCE
                    Enlighten me.

                              RAPID
                    Well from the blueprint we were
                    able to find out how Wonderman was
                    created. Not only that, but we were
                    able to create a device which well
                    break apart the elements in
                    Wonderman's blood which gives him
                    his powers without it he's just an
                    normal human.

                              VINCE
                    And you're sure you can do that.

                              RAPID
                    Yes, but we'll only have one
                    chance.

                              MAX
                    Then we'll need a good plan. One
                    that will make Wonderman come to
                    us.

          EXT. LOCUS CITY - OUTSIDE OF CENTER BUILDING - NIGHT

          Bryan grabs Vince and Tyler and leads them out.

                              BRYAN
                    We have to get back to Wonderland
                    and let them know.

          They hear a sudden growling sound. Then turn and see a
          creature standing behind them. Tyler quickly pulls a gun
          from his jacket and shoots it in the head. The sound from
          his gun echoes across the whole canyon.



                              VINCE
                    YOU IDIOT!

          Before they know it they are surrounded by both the
          Magaknights and Locus. The Magaknights has there weapons
          pointed at them and the Locus pulls off their hoods.

          Vince and Tyler look at each other, then quickly points to
          Bryan.

                              VINCE/TYLER
                    He's a spy for Wonderland.

                              BRYAN
                    Traitors!

                              TYLER
                    Hey, it's not like we're doing this
                    cause we care about Wonderland.

          Max and Rapid walks up to them.

                              MAX
                    Well what do we have here, Spies?

          Max notices Vince.

                              MAX
                    Well if it isn't old Victor's son.
                    I thought you'd rot in that prison,
                    but I guess you decided to take the
                    high road and join Wonderland.

                              VINCE
                    Whatever it takes kill you Max.

          Tyler throws off his cloak and pulls out two guns holding
          them in each hand waving them around, while Vince begins to
          wave his hands around ready to use his black magic.

                              RAPID
                    Do you guys really think you have a
                    chance against both the Magaknight
                    and the Locus armies?

                              VINCE



                    No, but if we're going down then
                    we'll do it in battle.

          Rapid motions to his men and the three are knocked out from
          behind.

          INT. MCKNIGHT'S OFFICE - MORNING

          Mcknight sits at his desk going over work. He suddenly gets
          a call, and presses a button on his desk and a screen comes
          up in front of him with with Aucoin on it.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    Morning Officer Aucoin, do you have
                    news from our spy team.

                              AUCOIN
                    Yes I've just received a distress
                    call from Bryan. They need
                    Wonderman.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    Okay, I'll send him right away.

          As McKnight presses a button turning off the screen he hears
          the tiny voice of Nitch.

                              NITCH
                    Hey professor, wha cha doin?

          He looks and sees Nitch standing on his desk, in front of
          him.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    Hey Nitch, have you seen Wonderman?

                              NITCH
                    No maybe he's wit is girlfriend.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    What! he has a girlfriend?

                              NITCH
                         (covers his mouth)
                    Oops, you didn't hear it from me.



          Nitch flies away.

          INT. DARKWOOD CANYON PRISON - MORNING

          Tyler kicks the bars of the cell in anger.

                              TYLER
                    I CAN'T BELIEVE THIS!

                              VINCE
                    Well this if your fault, If you
                    hadn't fired your weapon we would
                    have made it out of here.

                              BRYAN
                    Vince?

                              VINCE
                    What?

                              BRYAN
                    Why haven't they killed us?

                              VINCE
                    Don't know this is unlike Max, he
                    isn't the merciful type, but then
                    again it does seem like things have
                    changed within the last few years.

          EXT. WONDERLAND - MORNING

          Wonderman is standing on top of the river gate watching the
          fish swim around when he suddenly hears a tiny voice from
          his shoulder.

                              NITCH
                    Hey Wonderman wa cha doin?

                              WONDERMAN
                    Nitch, how do you always seem to
                    know where I am?

                              NITCH
                    You know the Professor's Lookin for
                    ya.



                              WONDERMAN
                    He's all ways looking for me.

          Wonderman's watch begins to beep. He puts it to his lips.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Yeah?

                              MCKNIGHT (VO)
                    Hey Wonderman yesterday we've sent
                    a team to Darkwood canyon to
                    investigate on what information
                    that the Locus had stole from us
                    and they've sent us a distress
                    call, so we need you to go and see
                    if they're okay.

                              WONDERMAN
                    What about Wonderland.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    It's shouldn't take you that long,
                    and if something does happen I'll
                    call you. Darkwood Canyon isn't far
                    from here with your speed.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Okay I'm off.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    Oh and Wonderman.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Yeah?

                              MCKNIGHT
                    When you get back we'll have a
                    little talk about this girlfriend
                    of yours.

          Wonderman looks at Nitch in anger.

                              NITCH
                    Oops, It kinda just slipped out.

          Wonderman grabs Nitch in anger and holds him to his face.



                              WONDERMAN
                    YOUR NAME SHOULD BE SNITCH CAUSE
                    THAT'S ALL YOUR GOOD FOR.

          Nitch blows dust into Wonderman's eyes, causing him to
          release Nitch and cover his eyes in pain.

                              WONDERMAN
                    AHHH, YOU LITTLE FIRE FLY. JUST
                    WAIT TILL I GET MY HANDS ON YOU.

                              MCKNIGHT (VO)
                    Wonderman have you left yet?

          Wonderman puts his watch to his lips again.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Yeah I'm off.

          Wonderman jumps into the air and begins to fly toward
          Darkwood Canyon.

          In the distance a Magaknight solider watches Wonderman
          through binoculars. As he sees Wonderman leaves he takes out
          a radio and calls Rapid.

                              MAGAKNIGHT SOLDIER
                    Sir, Wonderman has just left.

                              RAPID (VO)
                    Good stand by.

                              MAGAKNIGHT SOLDIER
                    Yes sir.

          INT. DARKWOOD CANYON PRISON - LATER

          Vince, Tyler and Bryan are patiently sitting in their cell
          waiting for whatever the Locus and Magaknights has planned
          for them.

          Tyler begins to laugh.

                              TYLER
                    Ha ha ha.



                              VINCE
                    What's so funny Magaknight?

                              TYLER
                    I was just thinking. We came here
                    to get out of prison. Well, so much
                    for that.

          Vince begins to laugh along with him as well as Bryan.

          They all silence as they hear loud crashing coming from out
          of the prison walls. They all stand up and begin to look
          around following the noise with their eyes, the walls of the
          prison suddenly burst open with Wonderman standing on the
          other side. They all look at him in surprise.

                              TYLER
                    Show off.

                              BRYAN
                    Wonderman what are you doing here?
                    You should be be protecting
                    Wonderland.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Hey you were the one who sent a
                    distress call.

                              BRYAN
                    No we haven't sent.

                              VINCE
                    Must, have been the Locus and
                    Magaknights, trying to lore him
                    out.

                              BRYAN
                    They must be planing their attack.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Both of them?

                              BRYAN
                    Just go you don't have much time!



                              WONDERMAN
                    Okay!

          Wonderman flies off.

                              BRYAN
                    Damn I forgot to tell him about the
                    device to take his powers away Come
                    on let's go, we to make it back to
                    Wonderland in time to warn them.

          EXT. OUTSIDE OF WONDERLAND - DAY

          As Wonderman races through the sky, brings his watch to lips
          and calls Mcknight.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Professor?

                              MCKNIGHT (VO)
                    Did you find them?

                              WONDERMAN
                    Yes, but we have bigger problems,
                    both the Magaknights and Locus are
                    on their way to attack Wonderland,
                    but don't worry I should be back a
                    minute.

                              MCKNIGHT(VO)
                    Okay.

          EXT. OUTSIDE OF WONDERLAND - DAY

          In the distance Rapid stands waiting by a mounted turret
          with two other Magaknights.

                              MAGAKNIGHT SOLDIER
                    Sir we have a lock on Wonderman.¬†

                              RAPID
                    Fire!

          EXT. OUTSIDE OF WONDERLAND - DAY

          As Wonderman gets closer to Wonderland he is suddenly hit by



          a yellow beam of light that illuminated his body for a sec.
          He begins to feel dizzy and slowly descends.¬†

                              WONDERMAN
                    What's happening to me? What is
                    this feeling in my head.

          He watches as the ground grows larger and larger until he
          hits it rolling land just outside of the main gate to
          Wonderland. Wonderman stands up holding his head, but his
          attention is taken by a huge shadow slowly covering the
          ground. He looks up and sees Magaknight ships heading
          entering the skies Wonderland.

          Wonderman jumps up and stretches his arms out but falls back
          to the ground. He tries it again and again but each time
          nothing happens.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Why can't I fly?

          Wonderman runs up to the gate and begins to push but it's
          too heavy to budge. The harder he pushes the more tired he
          becomes. He bents down and begins to catch his breath.

          Wonderman he holds out his palm and tries to fire a heat
          beam to melt the gate but nothing happens.

                              WONDERMAN
                    What's going on?

          He puts his watch to his lips.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Professor.

                              MCKNIGHT(VO)
                    Yes.

                              WONDERMAN
                    I can't use my powers.

                              MCKNIGHT(VO)
                    What do you mean?

                              WONDERMAN



                    Something happened, I was hit by
                    some yellow beam, and now all of my
                    powers are gone. I can't save
                    Wonderland.

                              MCKNIGHT(VO)
                    Damn! Listen Wonderman, I want you
                    go get out of here. I'm going to
                    try to evacuate the city.

                              WONDERMAN
                    But I can't just leave.

                              MCKNIGHT(VO)
                    Look, without your powers you're
                    useless, we'll find out how to
                    restore them later, but we can't do
                    that if you're dead.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Fine.

          Wonderman lowers his watch, and puts his hands on his head.
          He then quickly takes off his mask and top part of his
          uniform then runs to the gate and begins to climb a ladder
          next to it.

          EXT. OUTSIDE OF WONDERLAND - DAY

          Max watches in a patient excitement ready to invade the
          beautiful city. His great army waits behind him for the word
          from their leader. Max turns toward them and begins to
          shout.

                              MAX
                    MY BROTHERS WE HAVE COME A LONG WAY
                    SINCE WE'VE SEPARATED FROM THE
                    LYCUS! THEY SAID WE WOULD NEVER
                    SUCCEED. THEY SAID THAT ONE DAY WE
                    WOULD FALL, AND FOR THE LONGEST
                    TIME WE BELIEVED THEM. FOR THE
                    LONGEST TIME WE KEPT GETTING
                    DEFEATED BY WHAT WAS SAID TO BE THE
                    GREATEST CIVILIZATION. THEY TOOK
                    FROM US OUR GREAT LEADER AND MY
                    FATHER MARK. BUT TODAY HE WILL GET



                    VENGEANCE TODAY WE WILL HAVE
                    VICTORY AND WE SHALL BE THE
                    GREATEST CIVILIZATION IN THE WORLD!

          The army cheers with excitement. Max turns and faces
          Wonderland. Then he gives a loud cry while throwing his
          right arm into the air,

                              MAX
                    TEAR THAT CITY APART!

          The army rushes towards the Wonderland.

          INT. WONDERLAND'S LAB¬† - DAY

          Mcknight Walks through the lab as the the other scientist
          scramble to destroy their equipment and computers. Aucoin
          walks up to him.

                              AUCOIN
                    Is it true, Wonderman isn't going
                    to be able to help us.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    I'm afraid so, try to hold them off
                    the best you can while we evacuate
                    the people.

          Nitch flies in by Mcknight's side.

                              NITCH
                    You rang?

                              MCKNIGHT
                    Yes,

          Mcknight hands him a small cubed device.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    I want you to find Bryan and get
                    this to him. Tell him not to come
                    back to Wonderland.

                              NITCH
                    Got it.



          Nitch grabs the cube and flies off.

          EXT. WONDERLAND - DAY

          Wonderman rushes through the city and through the crowd of
          frightened people. He is stopped by the voice of man
          shouting to the others.

                              MAN
                    DON'T BE AFRAID WONDERMAN WILL SHOW
                    UP AND SAVE US.

          Wonderman puts his head down, then picks it back up and
          continues to run.

          EXT. OUTSIDE OF WONDERLAND - DAY

          Max stands behind the gate along with his army with a
          sinister grin. He lifted up his right arm and faced his palm
          towards the gate. Max quickly squeezed his palm and the gate
          shatters. The Locus rush into the city.

          EXT. WONDERLAND - DAY

          Wonderman runs in front of the door of Michelle's house. He
          is about to knock but notices Michelle standing on her
          balcony. He backs up until she is in his full sight.

                              WONDERMAN
                    MICHELLE MICHELLE!

          Michelle looks down towards the calling of her name, and is
          surprised to see Wonderman standing on the ground without
          his costume.

                              MICHELLE
                    WONDERMAN WHAT ARE YOU DOING THE
                    CITY IS UNDER ATTACKED.

                              WONDERMAN
                    YES I KNOW. THAT'S WHY I NEED YOU
                    TO COME WITH ME. WE HAVE TO GET TO
                    SAFETY.

                              MICHELLE
                    WHAT ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT JUST GO



                    SAVE THE CITY.

                              WONDERMAN
                    I CAN'T.

                              MICHELLE
                    WHY NOT?

                              WONDERMAN
                    JUST COME DOWN HERE I'LL EXPLAIN
                    EVERYTHING.

          EXT. WONDERLAND - DAY

          A Magaknight ship hovers directly over the laboratory.
          Magaknights jump out braking into the lab. They begin to
          raid the laboratory capturing the scientist. McKnight is
          standing at his window watching helplessly as his city is
          destroyed.

          His door suddenly opens and Rapid walks in followed by a few
          other Magaknights. McKnight continues to stare out the
          window. Rapid motions his men to stay back and he slowly
          walks up to McKnight and stands beside him staring out the
          window.

                              RAPID
                    I told you this day would come.

                              

          McKnight takes a deep breath then gives out a sigh.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    Twenty years ago, when I accepted
                    you as my student; I never would
                    have thought you would be the one
                    to bring down Wonderland, but I
                    guess I was wrong.

                              RAPID
                    You taught me everything I know.
                    Old man.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    You could have been a big asset to



                    Wonderland. You may have brought
                    down Wonderland, but you'll never
                    get its technology. I've ordered
                    all the scientists to destroy every
                    thing So you've failed to get what
                    you came for.

                              RAPID
                         (leans back and laughs)
                    Ha ha ha ha, Come on old man, I
                    know you better that that. You may
                    have destroyed your laboratory, but
                    I know you didn't let hundreds of
                    years of work just go to waste.

          Rapid motions for one of his men to come towards him.

                              MAGAKNIGHT SOLDIER
                    Yes sir?

                              RAPID
                    Check the surveillance videos of
                    this lab.

                              MAGAKNIGHT SOLDIER
                    Yes sir.

          Rapid turns and walked a few feet towards the door then
          stops as his men walks out.

          McKnight continues to face the window.

                              RAPID
                    Professor, twenty years ago when I
                    was banished from the Magaknights I
                    lost faith in myself. Let the
                    criticism of the other Magaknights
                    get to me. I thought I had no point
                    in this world, but then you came
                    along and stopped me right before I
                    was about to kill myself. Somehow
                    you saw my potential and taught me
                    how to use it. Because of you I was
                    able to return to the Magaknights
                    and take control.



          Rapid pulls out a gun turns and aims it at the back of
          McKnight's head with his finger on the trigger.

                              MCKNIGHT
                    I'll never forget you.

          Rapid pulls the trigger.

          EXT. WONDERLAND - DAY

          Michelle runs out of her home and throws her arms around
          Wonderman.

                              MICHELLE
                    What's going on?

                              WONDERMAN
                    Michelle we have to get out of
                    here.

          Michelle's strikes a look of confusion.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Both the Magaknights and Locus are
                    attacking the city. If we don't
                    leave now they'll kill us.

                              MICHELLE
                    Why don't you just stop them?

                              WONDERMAN
                    I can't I've lost my powers.

                              MICHELLE
                    WHAT!

                              WONDERMAN
                    Look, I can't explain everything
                    right now. We have to go.

          Wonderman grabs Michelle's hand and they begin to run
          through the city towards the back gate.

          EXT. WONDERLAND - DAY

          The Magaknight ships began to fire on the building causing



          cracks and holes in them. The Locus begin to attack the
          citizens. Those who try to run are captured and those who
          fight back are killed. The Guardians try their best to
          defend the city but they're no match for both the Magaknight
          and Locus armies. The once beautiful city is quickly turning
          to ruin. The happy citizens were now in agony.

          As Wonderman and Michelle got near the gate, he is stops by
          the cries of the citizens and can't resist looking back, and
          the site of the chaos causes a tear to run down his left
          cheek. Michelle pulls him away from the site and they run
          until they make it outside of the gate.

          EXT. SHYROCK CLIFF - LATER

          Bryan, Vince, and Tyler reach Shyrock Cliff in their hover
          craft. As they slowly step out, there mouths drop at the
          site of the city in ruin. There is black smoke coming from
          burning buildings that's darkening the once bright sky that
          covers Wonderland.

          Bryan falls to his knees and bangs his fist on the ground.

                              BRYAN
                    We're too late.

          They looked to a voice calling to them.

                              VOICE
                    Hey!

          They see Wonderman and Michelle running towards them.

                              BRYAN
                    Michelle! Wonderman!

          They hear the thunderous sounds of explosions and looks
          toward the city. Bryan punches the hover craft in anger
          while shouting.

                              BRYAN
                    I DON'T BELIEVE THIS!

          Vince begins to laugh.

                              VINCE



                    Ha ha ha, as I said eventually
                    Wonderland would fall and it has.

          They suddenly heard the tiny voice of Nitch behind them.

                              NITCH
                    Hey guys.

          They turn and See Nitch floating behind them.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Not now Nitch.

                              NITCH
                    No I have something from the
                    professor.

          Nitch pulls out the hard drive. Bryan notices what it was
          and gets exited.

                              BRYAN
                    Hey I know what this is.
                         (grabs it)
                    Mcknight told me about this it's a
                    hard drive that contains the data
                    on all of Wonderland's technology.
                    It even has info on you Wonderman.
                    We might be able to get you your
                    powers back.

                              VINCE
                         (interrupts Bryan)
                    Well that all sounds good but as I
                    recall the deal was only for me to
                    help you get to Darkwood canyon and
                    back. So as far as I'm concerned
                    I'm through with Wonderland.

                              TYLER
                    You've got a point Locus.

          Vince and Tyler begins to walk away in opposite directions.
          Vince turns and yells to Tyler.

                              VINCE
                    HEY MAGAKNIGHT



                              

                              TYLER
                    WHAT?

                              VINCE
                    THE NEXT TIME WE MEET WE WON'T BE
                    ON THE SAME SIDE.

                              TYLER
                    I'M LOOKING FORWARD TO IT.

          Then they continued to walk away.

                              BRYAN
                    Well I guess it's just us. With
                    this data. There has to be a way
                    for us to save Wonderland.

                              MICHELLE
                    Do you have any ideas?

                              BRYAN
                    Well maybe we could...

          As Michelle and Bryan talk Wonderman is at the edge of the
          cliff staring at Wonderland in deep thought. He is stopped
          by the voice of Bryan calling him.

                              BRYAN
                    Wonderman!

                              WONDERMAN
                    What?

                              BRYAN
                    What do you suggest? No one knows
                    more about saving Wonderland then
                    you.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Nothing.

          Bryan and Michelle both turns towards Wonderman.



                              BRYAN
                    What?

                              WONDERMAN
                         (sighs)
                    It's too late for Wonderland. Let's
                    just move on.

                              MICHELLE
                    What! You can't be serious?

          Wonderman walks to Michelle and grabs her hands.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Just think about. Even if we do
                    find a way to save it, it still
                    won't be the same. I'm finally
                    normal now; we can move on and live
                    out our lives as a normal couple.
                    Just like we've always wanted.

          Michelle pulls her hands away and backed away shakes her
          head.

                              MICHELLE
                    Look I want to live a normal life
                    with you too believe me, but not
                    like this. Those are our people
                    down there. They're innocent people
                    who've done nothing but try to live
                    their lives. They don't deserve
                    this. The professor has sent us
                    this information for a reason. We
                    have to use it to save our people
                    them.

          Wonderman's head is down with a sad facial expression. He
          picks his head up and looks towards Michelle leans forward
          and kisses her cheek.

                              WONDERMAN
                    I'm so sorry Michelle, but you'll
                    never understand the life I live. I
                    never this.

          Wonderman turns and walks away. Michelle falls to her knees



          and begins to cry.

                              WONDERMAN
                         (as he's walking off)
                    I'm sorry, but I'm threw being the
                    hero.

          Michelle shouts to Wonderman in a miserable voice.

                              MICHELLE
                    HOW COULD YOU DO THIS? HOW COULD
                    YOU JUST ABANDON US LIKE THIS?

          Wonderman hears every word, but continues to walk away.

          3 MONTHS LATER

          INT. PUB - DAY

          Tyler slowly sips his drink while listening to the
          bartender. He nods his head pretending to be interested in
          their conversation, but his mind is really focused on how
          big her breast is. The bartender slows her words down as she
          notices Tyler's eyes sinking. She raises her voice in anger.

                              BARTENDER
                    ARE YOU EVEN LISTENING TO ME?

                              TYLER
                    Sure I am babe.

                              BARTENDER
                    Then what did I just say?

                              TYLER
                    Something about your dad.

                              BARTENDER
                    No, I said I can't go out with you.
                    My boyfriend is sitting right over
                    there.
                         (pointed to a muscular bold
                         man sitting in the corner of
                         the bar)

                              



          Tyler turns sees the man.

                              TYLER
                    Wow! Are you sure that's not your
                    dad? Cause he looks pretty old to
                    me.

                              BARTENDER
                    Look I think you're a charming guy,
                    but I'm already taken.

                              TYLER
                    Fine then, whenever you get tired
                    with the old man over there look me
                    up.

          As Tyler sips his drink again He hears a deep voice behind
          him.

                              VOICE
                    Hey!

          He turns and sees the bartender's boyfriend along with two
          other men standing behind him. He then turns back around and
          continues to sip his drink.

                              TYLER
                    Hey I'm talking to you,

          Tyler continues to ignore him. After a minute he answers.

                              TYLER
                    What?

                              MAN
                    It looked to me like you were
                    hitting on my girl.

                              TYLER
                    Well she is the bartender; it's her
                    job to talk to people.

                              MAN
                    Are you trying to be funny? You're
                    doing it to the wrong guy.



                              TYLER
                    Please old man. The fight will be
                    over before it starts.

          The man gets angry and charges at Tyler while saying. His
          buddies follow him. Tyler takes another sip from his drink.
          Then quickly reaches into his jacket and pulls out a
          shotgun. He spins it by the handle and hits one the men in
          the chest, then quickly swings in up, and hitting another in
          the head. Then he hits the last one in the chest. The three
          men are lying on the floor with pain. The bold man is about
          to stand up and go after Tyler again, but he is stopped by
          the site of the shotgun's barrel pointed at his face.¬†

                              BAR MANGER
                    THAT'S ENOUGH!!!

          Tyler had puts his gun away and stands up. He picks up his
          drink and finishes it.¬†

                              TYLER
                         (to bartender)
                    If you ever get tired of the old
                    man just let me know.

          Tyler leaves the bar.

          EXT. MARKET - DAY

          Tyler Steps out of the Bar into a big market filled with
          people, he slowly walks through the markets looking at all
          the products. The sound of a familiar voice stops him dead
          in his tracks. He looks toward the sound and sees a hooded
          girl buying fruit.

                              GIRL
                    How much for the apples?

                              CLERK
                    Twenty coins for five apples,

                              GIRL
                    That's a bit expensive isn't it?

                              CLERK



                    Listen little girl, buy the apples
                    or quick wasting my time.

          Tyler walks up to them.

                              TYLER
                    Now is that anyway to speak to a
                    customer.

                              CLERK
                         (shakes in fear)
                    A Magaknight. Oh ssssorry, As a
                    matter of fact I think you should
                    give them to her on the house.

                              GIRL
                         (turns towards Tyler)
                    I didn't need your help.

                              TYLER
                    Your welcome.

          The girl walks away without taking her apples. Tyler grabs
          them and begins to follow her.

                              TYLER
                    WAIT! YOU FORGOT YOUR ITEMS AND I
                    THINK I KNOW YOU!

          Tyler follows her. As he gets around the corner he sees her
          standing there starring at him.

                              TYLER
                    Hey, we should talk.

          As he begins to walk towards her he feels a sharp pain on
          the back of his head, then passes out.

          

          INT. SMALL HOME - BEDROOM - DAY

          The sun shins through the window into the eyes of Wonderman,
          waking him up. He sits up holding his head. His mind is
          blank for a moment, but as he recovers he begins to look
          around not recognizing anything in the small room. He looks



          at his cloths in confusion as if he doesn't recognize them.

          He hears a young woman's voice that grabs his attention.

                              GIRL
                    Hello.

          He looks towards her with an agonizing look on his face.

                              GIRL
                    You've been out for a two weeks, we
                    didn't think you'd ever wake up.
                         (walked towards him)
                    My dad found you in the river, and
                    good thing he did. Otherwise, you'd
                    be dead right now.

          She sits on the bed next to him and stares into his eyes. He
          notices the reflection of the sun through the window shining
          through her eyes. Her rosy red checks, along with her curly
          golden brown hair, tan skin, and freckles makes her look
          adorable.

                              GIRL
                    You're cute. What's your name?

                              WONDERMAN
                    Won....
                         (puts his head down in
                         thought, then picks it up and
                         re-answers)
                    Josh, Josh Alcrez

          The girl grabs his hand.

                              GIRL
                    Well it's a pleasure to meet you
                    Josh, I'm Sally. May I ask how you
                    got in the river?

                              JOSH
                         (puts his hand on his head)
                    The river?¬†

          Josh falls into a flashback.



          EXT. WATER FALL LEDGE - DAY (FLASHBACK)

          The river is roaring as it drops from the water fall.
          Wonderman is standing on a cliff over it watching as the
          water crashes onto the rocks at the bottom. He spreads his
          arms and closes his eyes. Everything seems to get louder and
          strikes a bit of fear in Wonderman, which almost makes him
          not want to go though with it. He begins to think back
          within his last few months and realizes that there is other
          way to cure his depression and loneliness. He bends his
          knees, then jumps off.

          INT. SMALL HOME - BEDROOM - DAY

                              SALLY
                    Josh!

                              JOSH
                         (shakes his head as he snaps
                         out of his flashback)
                    Sorry, I'm just really tired.

                              SALLY
                    That's probably because you've been
                    sleeping for a long time. The more
                    you sleep, the more you want to
                    sleep. You should get up, walked
                    around, and maybe check out our
                    village. It's not everyday we get
                    to meet some one new.

          Josh stands up and stretches out his arms.

                              SALLY
                    Oh, your other clothes were wet so
                    we gave you some more.

                              JOSH
                    Thanks,

          Sally quickly take his hand and drags him out the door..

                              SALLY
                    Come on.

          EXT. SMALL VILLAGE - DAY



          As they step outside Josh notices small wooden houses quite
          like Sally's. An older man chopping wood in front of her
          house drops his ax and walks up to them.

                              MAN
                    Ah, you're awake.

                              SALLY
                    This is my dad, Greg

                              GREG
                         (shakes Joshes hand)
                    Nice to meet ya.

                              SALLY
                    He's name is Josh.

                              JOSH
                    Where am I?

                              GREG
                    Your in the Village of Elton. Where
                    are you from?

                              JOSH
                    Wonderland.

          Greg and Sally's mouths drop in amazement.

                              GREG
                    Wonderland, are you serious?

                              JOSH
                    Yes.

                              GREG
                    But we thought it was destroyed by
                    the Magaknights and Locus a few
                    months ago.

                              JOSH
                    It was.

                              GREG
                    We also heard that no one escaped.



                              JOSH
                    Well a few of us did.

                              SALLY
                    Oh, please join us for dinner
                    tonight. We would love to hear all
                    about Wonderland.

                              

          EXT. OUTSIDE OF THE MEGAKNIGHT CITY - DAY

          A tiny craft races across the plains and stops at the huge
          metal gates of the Magaknight city. A little hole opens up
          on the gates and a mechanical eye sticks out. It scrutinizes
          the craft then returns inside the hole. The gates open just
          little allowing the craft to enter.

          EXT. MAGAKNIGHT CITY - DAY

          The craft races though the city towards the center tower.

          INT. RAPID'S OFFICE - DAY

          Rapid is standing in his office starring out the window
          looking across his city. He's eyes suddenly widened as a
          knocking comes from his door.

                              RAPID
                    ENTER!

          The door opens and a scout walks in and greets him.

                              SCOUT
                    Sir, I've returned from my mission.

                              RAPID
                         (takes a deep breath then
                         gives a sigh)
                    So what kind of information do you
                    have for me this time, and it
                    better be useful.

                              SCOUT
                         (scared)



                    Sir, I've searched three different
                    cities. I'm sure that they had been
                    there, but I was always a step
                    behind. I'm sorry sir but they're
                    really good at covering their
                    tracks.

                              RAPID
                    I don't want excuses, I want
                    progress.

                              SCOUT
                    But sir, we've defeated Wonderland¬†
                    months ago. Do we really have to
                    worry about a small group, who got
                    away.

                              RAPID
                    Our mission wasn't to defeat
                    Wonderland. It was to obtain
                    wonderland's technology, which we
                    failed to do. The same technology
                    the Militia uses it against us.
                    There are so few of them yet with
                    their technology we'll never be
                    able to beat them.

                              SCOUT
                    Yes, sir I understand.

                              RAPID
                    They why are you still here

          The scout fearfully runs out.

          INT. SMALL HOME DINNING ROOM - NIGHT

          The delicious smell of Roast Turkey and hot rolls fills the
          warm air. Josh is at ease sitting at the table with Greg,
          Sally, and her mom Rachel.

                              RACHEL
                    So I hear you're from Wonderland.

                              JOSH
                    Um, yeah I am.



                              RACHEL
                    So how was it?

                              JOSH
                    Wonderland was an amazing place,
                    but some took it for granted.

                              SALLY
                         (in excitement)
                    And Wonderman how was he? I heard
                    he could fly, and was really
                    strong, and no one could beat him.

                              GREG
                    Yeah, If Wonderman was so great how
                    did Wonderland fall?

          Josh remains silent starring down at the table. A tear
          suddenly emerges from his right eye and runs down his cheek.
          Sally stands up and begins to walk toward him in hopes that
          she could comfort him, but the loud sound of a horn stops
          her, and grabs everyone's attention.

                              JOSH
                    What's that?

                              GREG
                    EVERY ONE GET IN THE CELLAR.

          He quickly stands up and grabs an ax that is hanging on the
          wall above the door. Rachael quickly grabs the bottom of
          table and flips it over. Sally runs to a trapped door that
          underneath and opens it.

                              JOSH
                    What's going on?

                              SALLY
                    Bandits. Now come on we have to get
                    to safety.

          Sally runs in the followed by Rachael. Josh looks around in
          confusion.

                              GREG



                    Josh go.

                              JOSH
                    What about you?

                              GREG
                    I have to make sure you're all safe
                    now go.

          Those word from Greg's mouth triggers a flash back to the
          last time he heard some thing similar.

          INT. WONDERLAND LAB JOSH ALCREZ OFFICE - DAY (FLASHBACK)

          Wonderboy is only six years old, he is starring out the
          window of his father's office looking over Wonderland. The
          clouds shift and the sun peaks out with its rays shining
          onto Wonderboy's face. Wonderboy walks over the desk where
          his father Josh Alcrez is working and sits on it.

                              WONDERBOY
                    Dad, why does the Laboratory have
                    to be so high up?

                              JOSH
                         (laughs)
                    So that we can keep an eye on the
                    city, plus it's a nice view.

                              WONDERMAN
                    Why don't we just go down to the
                    city? Don't you think we'll get a
                    better view there?

          Josh turns toward Wonderboy and leans closer to him.

                              JOSH
                    I promise when your ready I'll let
                    you go down to the city, but now
                    there's a lot you have to learn
                    first. You're unique, different
                    from the rest of Wonderland. You're
                    job is to make sure that Wonderland
                    stays a wonderful place. You have
                    to make sure everyone is safe.



          INT. SMALL HOME DINNING ROOM - NIGHT

                              

                              SALLY
                    JOSH!

          Josh snaps out of his flashback, and sees Sally waving for
          him to follow her down the trap door.

          Josh goes and they run down, Greg shuts the door behind then
          and flips the table over it.

          INT. CELLER - NIGHT

          They wait silently in the dark celler with the only light
          coming from little holes in the floor of the house. Josh
          runs to a hole and peaks out. He sees Greg standing up and
          staring at the front door gripping his ax tightly in his
          hands. The front door burst open and three men walk in. All
          of them filthy with tithered cloths and primitive weapons.
          They slowly walk up to Greg with a grins on their faces.

          The closer they get the tighter Greg squeezes his Ax.

                              BANDIT 1
                    Well what do we have here?¬†

                              GREG
                         (trembles in fear)
                    Please, I have nothing of value.

                              BANDIT 2
                    We'll be the judge of that.

                              BANDIT 3
                    And if you don't plan to use that
                    ax then I suggest you drop it.

          As they take a few steps they are stopped by the sight of
          the mess on the floor.

                              BANDIT 1
                    What happened here?

                              GREG



                    Nothing, I just had a little
                    accident.

                              BANDIT 1
                    Let's have a look.

          One of the bandits walks over to the table and puts his hand
          under it. Greg runs in the way.

                              GREG
                    Please take anything you want but
                    leave my family alone.

          Another bandit grabs him and throws him out the way. The
          other knocks over the table and notices the trap door. The
          third one walks to the trap door and grabs the handle. Just
          as he cracks the door open Josh burst out with a broomstick
          and swings it at the head of the first bandit knocking him
          out. While the other bandits are distracted by his action
          Greg swings his ax and hits the one who is holding him with
          the handle. The third bandit runs out of the house and Josh
          chases him.

          EXT. SMALL VILLAGE - NIGHT

          As Josh runs outside he sees the whole village being raided
          by bandits. Greg runs out to him.

                              JOSH
                    We have to save the village.

                              GREG
                    No they'll kill you.

          Josh ignores Greg's words and runs to a bandit then hits him
          over the head. He then turns and swings his broomstick at
          another one but the bandit catches it and punches Josh in
          the face, then in the stomach. Another bandit swings a staff
          from behind and hits him on the back, knocking him down.

          Josh sits up and wiped his lip. He looks at his hand and
          notices blood, and stares in surprise.

          As Josh looks up and sees a bigger bandit looking over him.

                              BANDIT



                    So you want to be a hero eh.
                         (lifted his ax)
                    Heroes don't always save the day.
                    But I got to give you props for
                    trying.

          Just as he begins to swing his ax an arrow flies into his
          chest. There is a brief second of silence he then fell back
          as the other bandits watch him in fear. They all turn their
          heads and see an old man on a horse, wearing a brown cloak
          and armor on his chest arms and legs, holding a bow and
          constantly firing arrows at the bandits.

                              BANDIT
                    KILL HIM!

          The bandits turn their attention to the man on the horse. He
          notices them running towards him, and puts away his bow and
          reaches to his left side, and pulls out a long sword then
          kicked his horse to go.

          He rides around the village swinging his sword at the
          bandits and fighting off.

                              BANDIT
                    RETREAT!

                              

          The bandits all begin to run out of the village.

          EXT. SMALL VILLAGE - NIGHT

          The old man jumps off his horse walks up to Josh and extends
          his hand. Josh grabs it and pulls himself up.

                              OLD MAN
                    Are you okay?

                              JOSH
                    Yeah, fine. Who are you?

          As the man opens his mouth to speak but his words are cut
          off by Sally yelling to him,

                              SALLY



                    ISAAC!

          Sally runs over and hugs him.

                              ISAAC
                    Are you okay?

                              SALLY
                    Oh I'm fine.
                         (puts her hand on Joshes
                         shoulder)
                    Thanks to Josh, he attacked the
                    bandits in our house.

                              ISAAC
                    Well thanks Josh. I can't always
                    make it here in time, and not much
                    people here are brave enough to
                    stand up to the bandits, you're a
                    real hero.

          Josh puts his head down.

                              JOSH
                    Please don't thank me. I'm not a
                    hero.

                              ISAAC
                    Why do you say that?

          Josh picked his head up and a tear runs down his left cheek.

                              JOSH
                         (lifts his head up)
                    I've made to many mistakes. I don't
                    deserve your praise.

          Isaac puts his hand on Josh's shoulder.

                              ISAAC
                    Everyone one makes mistakes Josh,
                    but it's how you make up for those
                    mistakes that truly counts.
                         (turns)
                    Now if you would excuse me I must
                    be on my way.



          Begins towards his horse.

                              JOSH
                    WAIT!

          Isaac turns his head back.

                              JOSH
                    Where are you going?

                              ISAAC
                    This isn't the only village I
                    protect Josh. I'll see ya later.

          Isaac jumps on his horse and rides off.

                              SALLY
                    He lives in a small hut within the
                    forest. It's a neutral place
                    between many small villages so he
                    keep an eye on them all at once.

          They watch as Isaac gets on his horse and rides off.

          EXT. FOREST - BANDIT'S CAMP - NIGHT

          The bandits run through the forest until they reached their
          camp, an open space in the forest with tents and camp fires.
          One of them runs into a tent at the end of the camp. He runs
          inside and takes a knee before the Locus Vince.

                              BANDIT
                    Vince, Please forgive me but we
                    failed you.

          Vince raises his hand in a motions to him to silence.

                              VINCE
                    I'll see for myself.

          Vince walks up to the bandit. He reaches out his palm, puts
          it on the bandit's head, and closes his eyes. Visions from
          the raid flashes through Vince's his head he then opens his
          eyes.



                              VINCE
                    I see
                         (walks back)
                    If it's a fight they want then it's
                    a fight they'll get.

                              BANDIT
                    Yes my lord the old man was too
                    much for us.

                              VINCE
                    You sound offly proud to report
                    your entire team was defeated by
                    one man, but anyway the old man
                    isn't my concern. It's the other
                    man, the one you're men was about
                    to kill, before the old man showed
                    up.

                              BANDIT
                    But Vince, he was nothing.

                              VINCE
                    He may not look it, but he was once
                    a great warrior, and a great threat
                    to my old civilization. Some would
                    pay a high price for him.

                              BANDIT
                    Who is he?

                              VINCE
                    He was the great Wonderman, now
                    he's our ticket out of poverty.

          INT. SMALL HOME - BEDROOM - MORNING

          Josh sits in his bed and thinking of the words Isaac told
          him before he left. Josh gets out bed and walks out of the
          room.

          EXT. FOREST - MORNING

          Josh walks through the forest until he comes to a small open
          area with a small wooden hut. He walks up to the door of the
          hut, and knocks on the door but gets no answer. He pushes



          the door open.

          INT. SMALL HUT - MORNING

          As Josh walks into the hut could see only one room with a
          bed, a few shelves, and weapons on the wall. He slowly walks
          in and looks around. He is then suddenly knocked to the
          floor and kicked over.

          Josh looks up and sees Isaac holding a long blade to his
          neck.

                              ISAAC
                    Oh; it's you,
                         (draws back his weapon and
                         holds out his hand)
                    Sorry I've made lots of enemies in
                    my past. Can never be to sure.

                              JOSH
                         (stands up)
                    Trust me I know the feeling.

                              ISAAC
                    So what brings you here?

                              JOSH
                    Last night, you showed up out of
                    nowhere and saved the village."

                              ISAAC
                    Yeah?

                              JOSH
                    Is that your home?

                              ISAAC
                    NO.

                              JOSH
                    Then why did you do it? Why did you
                    save them?

                              ISAAC
                    Because someone has to. Without
                    people like me the bad will prey on



                    the weak and innocent and the world
                    will be a place of pain and
                    suffering.

                              JOSH
                    How do you know it will end up like
                    that?

          Isaac walks to a chair and sits down.

                              ISAAC
                    The village I grew up in was a bad
                    place. We were constantly being
                    attacked by bandits and thieves.
                    There was no one to protect us so.
                    I lost my family when I was twelve.
                    There was nothing I could do. But
                    one day this hero showed up out of
                    nowhere and saved saved. He had
                    amazing powers that I could only
                    dream of. He didn't know who we
                    were; all he knew was that we were
                    in trouble. He saved us without
                    expecting anything in return. He
                    was the one who inspired me to help
                    others.

          Josh's eyes widens as he hears the story.

                              JOSH
                    Do you know who he was?

                              ISAAC
                    They called Wonderman. He left his
                    own city to come and save ours.
                    There's never been a better hero.

          Josh closes his eyes and puts his head down.

                              JOSH
                    You don't know anything about
                    Wonderman.

                              ISAAC
                    I know that he's a good man, who
                    has devoted his life to helping



                    those who are too weak to help
                    themselves.

                              JOSH
                    What if it wasn't his choice.

                              ISAAC
                    What do you mean?

                              JOSH
                    You help others because you choose
                    to. Wonderman was raised to be a
                    hero. He's never had a reason.

                              ISAAC
                    He's never needed a reason.

                              JOSH
                    He's never had a choice. Just
                    imagine it, watching the people you
                    protect living out their lives,
                    making friends, being loved, having
                    families, and feeling complete.
                    Wonderman has never had that
                    feeling. He never knew what it was
                    to have that life, and when he
                    finally finds someone to love that
                    loves him back, he can never be
                    with that person, because he knows
                    she'll eventually leave as everyone
                    else has.

                              ISAAC
                    Sounds to me you don't truly
                    understand how much Wonderman's
                    people appreciate and care for him.
                    He's the reason they were able to
                    live out their normal lives.
                    Wonderman has never and will never
                    be alone. Even if you think you
                    are, you're not.

          Josh picked his head up and widens his eyes in shock.

                              JOSH
                    You knew the whole time, but how?



                    No one else does.

                              ISAAC
                    When someone saves your life and
                    inspire you they leave a big impact
                    in it. How could I never forget the
                    face of the man who taught me to
                    stand up and help those in need.

          Isaac walks up to him and put his hand on his shoulder.

                              JOSH
                    Your not just Wonderland's hero you
                    the one who brings hope to the rest
                    of the world. You're the reason
                    people fight back, and stand up for
                    what they believe in.

                              JOSH
                    But I let my people down, I walked
                    out on them when they needed me the
                    most, it's too late for me now.

                              ISAAC
                    Only if you think it is. There's
                    always hope Josh. You've once saved
                    my people, now let me help you save
                    yours.

          Josh stares at him in thought carefully about his words,
          then replies.

                              JOSH
                    I'm sorry, but after going through
                    two hundred years of loneliness you
                    really don't want to go back.

          Josh turns and walks away.

          EXT. FOREST - DAY

          Josh walks slowly though the forest in deep thought. He
          closes his eyes in sadness and a tear rolls down his left
          cheek, he

                              JOSH(VO)



                    Michelle, I love you so much, but I
                    could never truly be with you as
                    Wonderman.

          Josh is taken away from his moment by the smell of smoke. He
          quickly picks his head up and sees white smoke coming from
          the direction of the village then runs toward it.

          EXT. VILLAGE - DAY

          As Josh gets closer to the village he could see some of the
          houses on fire and people of the village are trying to save
          there homes, Josh runs in and begins to help them.

                              JOSH
                    WHAT HAPPENED?

                              VILLAGER
                    THE BANDITS CAME BACK.

                              JOSH
                    WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

                              VILLAGE
                    I DON'T KNOW, THEY JUST TORCHED OUR
                    VILLAGE AND LEFT.

          Josh runs to Greg's home, and rushes in the door.

                              JOSH
                    ARE YOU ALL OKAY.

          Rachael is on the floor crying with a letter in her hand.
          Greg runs in and bends down to comfort her.¬†

                              RACHEL
                         (crying)
                    They took Sally, and left this
                    note. They said it's for Wonderman.

          Josh drops, with his hands on his face. Greg punched the
          floor in anger.

                              GREG
                    THOSE CRAZY BANDITS HOW ARE WE
                    SUPPOSE TO FIND WONDERMAN?



                              JOSH
                    This is my fault.

                              GREG
                         (looks at Josh)
                    What?

                              JOSH
                    It's all my fault. I shouldn't have
                    come here.

                              GREG
                    What are you talking about? This
                    would have happened regardless.

                              JOSH
                    No, it wouldn't have. They saw and
                    recognized me with the first
                    attack.

          Greg's eyes widen as he slowly stands up.

                              GREG
                    Yyyou mean your Wonderman. This
                    whole time!

                              JOSH
                         (Josh stands up)
                    I'm sorry for getting your family
                    involved, but don't worry I promise
                    I'll get Sally back.

          INT. MILITIA'S BASE - DAY

          Tyler opens his eyes while holding his head. He looks around
          and sees that he is in a small room. The walls are made
          stone and the door was a wooden board. He stands up holding
          his head.

                              TYLER
                    Did I just get hit by a ship.

          He walks out the door and is standing on a balcony that
          stretches around a huge square opening. There are doors
          around the balcony like the one he had just came from, and



          lots of layers above and below him.

                              TYLER
                    I'm in a cave.

          He is caught by the voice of Bryan.

                              BRYAN
                    So you're finally awake.

          He turns to his right and sees Bryan walk up to him.

                              BRYAN
                    As I recall the first time we met
                    was a similar setting,

                              TYLER
                    So what now; you're going to ask
                    for my help.

                              BRYAN
                         (shakes his head sighs)
                    You know the only reason you're
                    here is because the scouts thought
                    you were a threat.

                              TYLER
                    Scouts?

                              BRYAN
                    They investigate the status of the
                    Magaknights' influence.

                              TYLER
                    By attacking every Magaknight they
                    see?

                              BRYAN
                    Well you were chasing after one of
                    us. They wanted to defend her.

                              BRYAN
                    You mean that girl in the market?

                              BRYAN
                    She's the last known survivor from



                    Wonderland.

                              TYLER
                    So she's the girl that was on the
                    cliff with us. I knew she sounded
                    familiar.

                              BRYAN
                    So you started to chase her?

                              TYLER
                    I wasn't chasing her. I was trying
                    to talk to her, but she ran away.

                              BRYAN
                    Well my people didn't see it like
                    that.

                              TYLER
                    Whatever just tell me how to get
                    out of here?

                              BRYAN
                    You know we could, use your help
                    Tyler.

                              TYLER
                    If you're still trying to save
                    Wonderland, give it up. The Locus
                    has it under their control.

                              BRYAN
                    Thanks for the warning, but we know
                    about Wonderland, and believe me
                    that'll come in time, but the
                    Magaknights now are our main focus,
                    for now. And know one knows the
                    Magaknights like one of their on.

                              TYLER
                    What's in it for me?

                              BRYAN
                    I'm asking you, not hiring you.

                              TYLER



                    Well, the Magaknights aren't really
                    my problem. All that will do is
                    just put me on their list.

                              BRYAN
                    Please Tyler, we need you. We have
                    the man power and the technology of
                    Wonderland, all we need is a
                    proficient plan, but we don't know
                    how the Magaknight operate. Every
                    time we break their defenses they
                    surprise us with something new. We
                    need your help.

                              TYLER
                         (thinks for a second)
                    Do you really think you can bring
                    defeat the Magaknights.

                              BYRAN
                    Positive.

                              TYLER
                    I got a better idea, the way the
                    Magaknight laws work is that
                    whoever over throws the leader
                    becomes the leader. If you
                    guarantee me that position then I'm
                    in.

                              BRYAN
                    I'll have to bring it up with the
                    others, but I don't think they'll
                    object.

                              TYLER
                    Then gather you're team. Let's
                    bring down Rapid.

                              

          EXT. FOREST - EVENING

          Isaac is sitting in front of a campfire sipping on a hot
          bowl of soup. Josh slowly walks up behind him not making a
          sound. Just as he opens his mouth to speak Isaac speaks.



                              ISAAC
                    I knew you'd come back.

                              JOSH
                    Yeah well not for the reason you
                    think.

                              ISAAC
                    You need my help, correct?

                              JOSH
                    Yes.

                              ISAAC
                    Then what other reason is there.

          Josh walks to the other side of the fire across of Isaac and
          sits down.

                              JOSH
                    Sally was kidnapped.

                              ISAAC
                    By who?

                              JOSH
                    The bandits, they want Wonderman. I
                    had no idea my fame stretched so
                    far outside Wonderland.

                              ISAAC
                    Of course, didn't you think you got
                    appreciated?

                              JOSH
                    Well it didn't seem like.

                              ISAAC
                    You can go to the ends of the earth
                    and ask who Wonderman is and I
                    guarantee people there would be
                    able to answer you.

                              JOSH
                    I never thought...



                              ISAAC
                    What? That people didn't think
                    about you. They never cared about
                    you. No, people loved you,
                    appreciated you, and some even
                    wanted to be you.

          Josh puts his head down and sighs,

                              JOSH
                    And I just let them all down. If I
                    only knew.
                         (sighs)
                    But how am I suppose to help people
                    now. I'm nothing without my powers.
                    I can't even rescue Sally. That's
                    why I'm coming to you.

          Isaac stands up and stretches.

                              ISAAC
                    Okay, get up, it's time to start.

                              JOSH
                    Start what?

                              ISAAC
                    You may have lost your powers but
                    it doesn't mean you can't save
                    Sally or Wonderland. You're going
                    to bring Wonderman back and I'm
                    going to help you.

          INT. MILITIA'S BASE - DAY

          Bryan, Michelle and Eddie are sitting at a table at the
          Militia base along with Tyler.

          Tyler is explaining how the Magaknight's operate.

                              TYLER
                    Now the Magaknights has strong
                    defenses but no one's ever been
                    stupid enough to infiltrate their
                    city. So it'll catch them by



                    surprise.

                              EDDIE
                    Even with surprise on our side we
                    still have a slim chance.

                              TYLER
                    Not entirely, before we infiltrate
                    the city we'll have to take their
                    oil refinery. With out they won't
                    be able to use any of their
                    vehicles or turrets.

                              MICHELLE
                    Isn't the refinery in the city.

                              TYLER
                    They've used all the oil under
                    nether the city, so they had to
                    fine a new. The newer location is
                    50 miles east of the city, so when
                    we do take it out. We'll have
                    plenty time to escape before they
                    send in the Calvary.

                              BRYAN
                    I like this strategy.

                              TYLER
                    Ready your men, I'll draw up a
                    diagram of the refinery, and we can
                    make to sneak in.

          EXT. FOREST - NIGHT

          Josh moves through the dark forest quiet and cautious,
          looking around and listening. He slowly creeps one foot
          after the other with a stick in his hand ready to swing at
          anything that crosses his path. He suddenly hears movement
          from a nearby tree brunch and slowly walks to it. Isaac
          jumps out, falling from a tree with his stick cocked back
          ready to strike.¬†

          Just as Isaac swings Josh rolls barely missing his attack.
          Josh turns and swings at Isaac's face, but Isaac blocks it
          with his stick, locking them together face to face.



                              ISAAC
                    Not bad, better then I was
                    expecting.

                              JOSH
                    I've been fighting for a long time.

          Isaac kicks back and they both get in battle stances only a
          few feet from each other.

                              ISAAC
                    So you think you have what it takes
                    to be a true hero?

                              JOSH
                    I've saved more people then you'll
                    ever save in you're entire life
                    Isaac.

          Isaac put his left arm behind his back and hold his stick in
          his right.

                              ISAAC
                    It's not what you do. It's why you
                    do it.

          Josh charges at him gripping his stick tight with both
          hands. He swings to Isaac's left but he quickly moves his
          stick and blocking it. He then swings to his right but Isaac
          blocks it as well.

          Josh keeps swinging desperately trying to hit Isaac but each
          angry swing is blocked. Josh tries swing at his legs to trip
          him but Isaac jumps up and lands on Josh's stick breaking
          it. Josh gives out an angry grunt then runs to a tree and
          brakes off another stick.

                              JOSH
                    I've spent the last two decades
                    helping people.

          Josh charges at Isaac and swings, but Isaac blocks it and
          they are again locked together.

                              ISAAC



                    Then answered me this Wonderman,
                    Why did you help them? Was it
                    because you cared about them, or
                    did you do it because you had to?

          They push off and are again a few feet away from each other
          in battle stances.

                              JOSH
                    Caring never had anything to do
                    with what I did.

                              

          Isaac rushes towards him and swings at Josh with his right
          hand but Josh quickly raises his stick and blocks it, as he
          does Isaac quickly spins around Josh and swings his stick
          hitting Josh in his back. Josh gives out a painful cry then
          falls to his hand and knees breathing heavy trying to catch
          his breath.

          Isaac walks to the front of him and puts his stick to Josh's
          neck. Josh looks up at his face.

                              ISAAC
                    Is that why you abandoned your, you
                    didn't think you had a reason to
                    save them? You didn't care so you
                    gave up. Is there anyone you do
                    care about?

          Josh bends back and sits down.

                              JOSH
                    There is one. I didn't want to try
                    to save them because without powers
                    I was afraid. But I did go back in
                    the city to save one person. I
                    didn't care if I would have gotten
                    killed, I just wanted her safe.

                              ISAAC
                    Why?

                              JOSH
                    Because I care about her, I had to



                    save her.

                              ISAAC
                    And That's what makes a hero. He
                    does help people because He wants
                    to or is told to, but because he
                    personally feels he has to.

          INT. BANDIT CAMP - NIGHT

          Sally is sitting down holding her knees inside of a small
          cell. With two bandit sitting down at a table in front of
          cage. Vince walks in.

                              VINCE
                    Has she eaten yet?

                              BANDIT
                    She still refuses.

          Vince walks up to the wooden bars.

                              VINCE
                    If you don't eat then you'll die.
                    Is that what you want.

                              SALLY
                    What are you going to do with me.

                              VINCE
                    Oh don't worry. It's not you I
                    want. It's the strange man who
                    suddenly appeared in your village.

                              VINCE
                    Josh? What do you want with him?

                              VINCE
                    That's none of your concern.

                              SALLY
                    He is a good man, leave him alone.

                              VINCE
                    You should want him to come;
                    because that's the only way you'll



                    be free.

                              SALLY
                    Isaac will come for me, and he'll
                    kill you.

                              VINCE
                         (lifts his palms and fire
                         appears in his hand)
                    I have ways of dealing with him.
                    Don't you worry about that.

          EXT. OUTSIDE OF BANDIT CAMP - NIGHT

          Just out side of the camp, one of the bandits are talking to
          a Locus solider of Max's army.

                              LOCUS
                    So you're sure Wonderman will be
                    here?

                              BANDIT
                    Positive.

                              LOCUS
                    Good.

                              BANDIT
                    Now that I've held up my end of the
                    bargain. What about you?

                              LOCUS
                    Don't worry, when Wonderman gets
                    here we'll will attack your camp
                    and capture Wonderman, then kill
                    Vince so that you may once again be
                    the lead your men.

                              BANDIT
                    Capture? You're not going to kill
                    him?

                              BANDIT
                    No, Lord Max wants him alive so he
                    can kill him his self.



          EXT. FOREST - DAY

          Isaac and Josh are standing attack stances facing each
          other. Josh grips his stick tightly, while Isaac keeps a
          simple grip. Josh charges at Isaac and swings. Isaac lifts
          his stick and blocks the attack. They push off.

          Josh rushes towards Isaac and swings at him again. Isaac
          quickly lifts his stick barely blocking this attack. Josh
          swings again and Isaac blocks it again.

          Josh keeps swinging and Isaac is barely able to keep up with
          him. Josh swings around him and hits him in his back
          knocking him down. Isaac quickly rolls then stands up facing
          Josh.

                              ISAAC
                    You've gotten better.

                              JOSH
                    Well now I feel I have more to
                    fight for.

                              ISAAC
                    So you're finally beginning to
                    understand what it means to be a
                    true hero.

          Josh charges at him again. Isaac Swings at Josh but Josh
          blocks. Isaac then swings at Josh's feet but Josh jumps up
          dodging¬† the attack, while swing at Isaac hitting him in the
          chest. Isaac swings at Josh's head but Josh rolls on the
          ground dodging the attack, then swings at Isaac's legs
          tripping him. Isaac falls to the ground and as he looks he
          sees Josh's stick at his neck.

                              

                              ISAAC
                    Then your training is complete.

          

          Josh extends his hand and helps Isaac up.

                              ISAAC



                    Follow me.

          INT. ISAAC'S HUT - DAY

          Isaac takes him into his house and pulls out a sword then
          hands it to him.

                              ISAAC
                    This sword belonged to the man who
                    trained me. Now, I want to he have
                    it."

                              

          Josh takes it and stares at it in amazement.

                              JOSH
                    Wow thanks, so what do we do now?

                              ISAAC
                    Now we plan. The bandits greatly
                    out number us. If we just rush in
                    there we'll be sitting ducks. So we
                    need a foolproof plan.

                              JOSH
                    I've never planned before, but then
                    again with superpowers I never
                    needed to.

                              ISAAC
                    There's a first time for
                    everything.

                              JOSH
                    You know their only expecting me?
                    That could be an advantage.

                              ISAAC
                    I see were your going with this.

                              JOSH
                    How good are you with your bow?

                              ISAAC
                    I'm a perfect shoot.



                              JOSH
                    Then hears what we'll do...

          EXT. OUTSIDE OF BANDIT CAMP - NIGHT

          Josh stands in the forest just outside the bandit camp with
          Isaac.

                              ISAAC
                    Are you ready?

                              JOSH
                    A bit nervous I've never done this
                    without my powers, before.

                              ISAAC
                    welcome to human life.

          Josh gives Isaac a disappointing look then begins to walk in
          the camp.

          EXT. BANDIT CAMP - NIGHT

          As Josh enters two bandits standing guard notices him and
          runs towards him holding their swords in hand.

                              BANDIT
                    Who are you, and what are you doing
                    here?

                              JOSH
                         (takes a deep breath)
                    I'm here to see your leader. I'm
                    Wonderman.

                              BANDIT
                    You don't look so tough. Come on
                    follow us.

          They lead him to the center of the camp. Vince comes out
          followed by two men holding Sally hostage.

                              VINCE
                    So, the great Wonderman, here to
                    save the day. Just like old times



                    eh.

                              JOSH
                    I should have figured you where
                    behind this, no one else has ever
                    seen me with our mask. Now let
                    Sally go.

                              VINCE
                         (grins)
                    Kill him.

                              SALLY
                    NO!

          The guards holding Josh lifts their swords just as they
          begin to swing two arrows fly out of the forest and killing
          them. The other bandits begin to look around in fear.

                              VINCE
                    WHAT'S GOING ON!

                              JOSH
                    I have men surrounding your camp.
                    Now let the girl go.

          EXT. FOREST - NIGHT

          Yards from the camp in the forest four Locus are standing in
          a pentagram with candles around them, and a fire in the
          center. They lifted their hands up and chant.

                              LOCUS CHANT
                    Spirits north and spirits south,
                    hear these word from my mouth,
                    spirits east and spirits west,
                    burns like fire with in my chest,
                    like fire that reigns from the sky,
                    send a creature that can fly,
                    vicious and strong is our demand,
                    to obey our every command

          The fire begins to rise.

          EXT. BANDIT CAMP - NIGHT
                    



                              VINCE
                    Let her go.

          The Bandits releases Sally she runs towards Josh and hugs
          him.

                              JOSH
                         (to Vince)
                    We're leaving, and don't try and
                    stop us.

          The wind begins to blow to as the clouds begins to swirl.

          They look up and sees the center of the clouds slowly
          opening up.

                              VINCE
                    What now.
                         (looks at Josh)
                    You must have some power men hiding
                    in the forest, I'm impressed.

                              JOSH
                    So am I.

                              SALLY
                    Josh what's going on?

                              JOSH
                    I'm not sure, but let's not stick
                    around to find out.

          Josh and Sally begin to back away, while the bandit's
          attention on on the sky.

                              BANDIT
                    What's going on?

          Vince's eyes widen and his mouth drops.

                              VINCE
                    It's the Locus.

          As Josh and Sally head towards the forest. They are stopped
          by a wall of fire that emerges in their way and circles the



          camp.

          From out of the clouds comes a huge creature. It is big with
          four legs, two arms, and a long snout. It has huge wings, a
          long tail, and horns on its head.

                              VINCE
                    PREPARE TO DEFEND YOUR SELVES.

          The monster lands in the center of the camp. The bandits
          begin to shoot at it with crossbows, catapults, and cannons.

          Josh grabs Sally and runs behind a boulder.

                              SALLY
                    What do we do?

                              JOSH
                    I don't know. I wish Isaac was
                    here.

          Josh sticks out his head and begins to look around the camp.
          He notices Vince hiding behind a boulder not to far from
          them. His hands are together and his head is down as if he
          is praying.

                              JOSH
                    Sally stay here.
                         (takes off towards Vince)
                    

                              SALLY
                    Where are you going?

          Josh runs over to Vince.

                              JOSH
                    That thing was summoned by other
                    Locus right?

                              VINCE
                    Yes, now stop bothering me.

                              JOSH
                    Well you should know how kill it.



                              VINCE
                    Look, it's a creature of the dark
                    realm. It can be destroyed a burst
                    of bright light. So I'm trying to
                    gather my energy to preform a
                    spell. So stop bothering me so I
                    can concentrate.

          The bolder lifts up and the creature is standing right
          before them. It takes a deep breath then shoots a stream of
          fire at them. They both jump out the way in opposite
          directions.

          The creature turns towards Vince. Vince watches at takes a
          deep breath then fires. Vice holds up his hand and creates a
          force that holds the fire back. Josh runs out, jumps towards
          him pushing him out of the way along with himself.

                              VINCE
                    What are you doing?

                              JOSH
                    Look, I'll keep it busy while you
                    gather the energy to kill it.

                              VINCE
                    Fine.

                              JOSH
                    And hurry up.

          Josh runs towards the creature grabbing a shield on the
          ground in his way.

          The bandits try to fight the creature off but it finishes
          then off. Josh runs in front of it and begins to wave his
          sword. He distracts the creature long enough for Vince to
          gather power. Once he he does, he releases energy that
          causes a bright light that destroys¬† the creature and puts
          out the circle of fire.

          EXT. BANDIT CAMP - NIGHT

          Josh, Isaac and Sally has Vince tied on the ground as they
          question him.



                              JOSH
                         (to Vince)
                    The thing was summoned by the Locus
                    right?

                              VINCE
                    Are you surprised? Max never gives
                    up. He made have Wonderland, but
                    he's been more worried about
                    killing you. I at least thought
                    that I could probably border with
                    him, but apparently he doesn't care
                    much for me either

                              JOSH
                    So he won't stop?

                              VINCE
                    Not, until your dead, and everyone
                    in the way.

                              JOSH
                    Then I'll have to kill him first.

                              ISAAC
                         (to Josh)
                    Do you really think you beat
                    without your powers.

                              JOSH
                    Yes, I think now I Can.
                         (to Vince)
                    Look Vince, I've heard that apart
                    from Wonderland there was only one
                    other civilization who was able to
                    defeat the Locus. Who are they.

                              VINCE
                    They're called the Lycus. The Locus
                    was formed within them and tried to
                    overthrow their leader, but they
                    weren't powerful enough. The Lycus
                    spared their lives and banished
                    them in stead of killing them.

                              JOSH



                    You're going to lead me to them.

                              VINCE
                    Why would I do that?

                              JOSH
                    Cause if you don't then I'll turn
                    you over the Elton village and let
                    them decide you're fate for
                    attacking them and kidnapping one
                    of there own.

                              VINCE
                    Fine, I'll lead you to the Lycus
                    but after that I'm through.

          EXT. SMALL VILLAGE - DAY

          Josh, and Sally are back in the village along with Vince.
          Josh and Vince standing outside of Sally's home, talking to
          Greg and Rachel.

                              GREG
                    I can't thank you guys enough for
                    bringing our daughter back.

          Sally walks out and stands next to Josh and Vince.

                              GREG
                    Please take good care of Sally.
                    She's always wanted to go out and
                    see the world.

                              JOSH
                    I will, we'll have have her back
                    right after we've found the Lycus.

                              RACHEL
                         (To Vince)
                    I don't think we've met.

          Vince looks at her in anger.

                              JOSH
                    He's a little Shy.



                              GREG
                    Well have a safe journey.

                              

          EXT. MAGAKNIGHT OIL STATION - DAY

          Tyler is in the driver seat of a Magaknight transport truck
          and Michelle is sitting on the passenger side. They drive up
          to the gates of the Magaknight oil station. One of the
          guards walk over to talk to them.

                              MAGAKNIGHT GUARD
                    What are you carrying.

                              TYLER
                    Medical Supplies from the city.

                              MAGAKNIGHT GUARD
                    We weren't told that supplies were
                    coming today.

                              TYLER
                    I was just ordered to bring them.

                              MAGAKNIGHT GUARD
                    Proceed on to the inspection area.

          He signals to the other guard and the gate opens. Tyler
          drives in and turns left to the inspection area. Two guards
          go to the back and open it. As soon as it opens they could
          see a Bryan, Eddie and twelve others sitting with weapons.
          Before they can react Tyler knocks them both out from
          behind.

                              TYLER
                         (To the defenders)
                    Gear up.

          They all put on clothing similar to the Magaknights. Tyler
          points to two of them.

                              TYLER
                    You two stay here and take the
                    place of the guards. The rest of us
                    will split up into teams and plant



                    the bombs.

          Tyler rolls out a map of the oil station.

                              TYLER
                    Okay we'll split up in to four
                    teams of three, and plant a bomb on
                    each pump. We should blend in
                    dressed like this but don't act to
                    suspicious, and avoid making
                    contact with any of the
                    Magaknights.

                              BRYAN
                    Each team, make sure you have a
                    radio with you.

                              TYLER
                    Okay, let's go.

          EXT. MAGAKNIGHT OIL STATION - DAY

          The teams leave. Divided into four. led by Tyler, Bryan,
          Michelle and Eddie The two men who were left with the
          vehicles has just finished tieing up the guards Tyler had
          knocked out.

                              MAN 1
                    Do you think we can really bring
                    down the Magaknights?

                              MAN 2
                    I don't know, but we'll definitely
                    make them pay for destroying our
                    homes.

          The tiny voice of Nitch suddenly comes from behind them.

                              VOICE
                    Hey guys wa cha doin.

          They turn in a startle and see Nitch hovering behind them.

                              MAN 1
                    You scared us.



                              MAN 2
                    What are you doing here?

                              NITCH
                    I wanted to help.

          The radio begins to go off.

                              BRYAN(VO)
                    Come in camp, camp come in.

                              MAN 1
                         (over the radio)
                    This is camp.

                              BRYAN(VO)
                    Camp this is team one, our bomb is
                    set and we're heading back.

                              MAN 1
                    Okay.

          EXT. MAGAKNIGHT OIL STATION - OIL PUMP - DAY

          Tyler is standing by the pump looking around while the other
          two in his team are setting the bomb.

                              TEAM MEMBER
                    Tyler, we're done.

                              TYLER

          Okay, let's head back. Tyler radios back to camp and they
          begin to walk back. One their way back they run into Eddie's
          team.

                              TYLER
                    Hey you guys are done?

                              EDDIE
                    Yeah, so is team one we're just
                    waiting on team three. What if they
                    find the bombs before we set them
                    off?

                              TYLER



                    They won't. Come on let's get
                    back.¬†

          EXT. MAGAKNIGHT OIL STATION - DAY

          They make it back to the vehicle.

                              TYLER
                    We're just waiting on team three.

          They hear a voice from behind them.

                              VOICE
                    Hey.

          They turn and see a Magaknight soldier looking at them. He
          notices the soldiers knocked out and shouts on his radio.

                              MAGAKNIGHT SOLDIER
                    WE HAVE INTRUDERS BY THE GATE.

          More soldiers come running and begin to open fire. The
          Militia fires back while taking cover behind their vehicle.¬†

                              EDDIE
                    WE HAVE TO GET OUT OF HERE.

                              TYLER
                    NOT WITH OUT TEAM THREE.

          Bryan Speaks over his radio.

                              BRYAN
                    ¬†Michelle come in, Michelle.

                              MICHELLE (VO, WITH THE SOUND OF GUN FIRE
                              IN THE BACKGROUND)
                    Yeah?

                              DEFENDER
                    Hurry up and get back we have to
                    get out of here.

                              MICHELLE
                    The bomb is set, but we ran into
                    trouble.



                              NITCH
                         (approaches Bryan)
                    I'll check it out.

          Nitch as he flies through the base unseen by the Magaknights
          over to Michelle's position.

          Once he gets there he notices that Michelle and the rest of
          her team were taken prisoners.

                              NITCH
                    Oh no.

          Nitch flew back

                              TYLER
                    So what's their status?

                              NITCH
                    They got them.

                              BRYAN
                    We have to got after them.

          They notices tons of Magaknight troops heading towards them.

                              TYLER
                    It's to late, everyone in the
                    truck, we have to go.

          The Militia begin to crowd into the truck.

                              BRYAN
                    NO! We have to help them.

          Tyler grabs Bryan and drags him in. Eddie takes the wheel
          starts and floors it out of the base. As they drive out
          Tyler lift the detonator, and presses the Button. The bombs
          go off destroying the pumping stations. The men cheer on as
          smoke rises from the oil station.

                              BRYAN
                    We can't just leave them there.

                              TYLER



                    Bryan, it's to late, By this time
                    reinforcements are on the way. If
                    we go back now, they'll only
                    capture us to.

                              BRYAN
                    Then what do we do then.

                              TYLER
                         (to Nitch)
                    Go back and see where they'll take
                    Michelle and the others. If I know
                    Rapid he'll mostly keep them and
                    alive to interrogate.

                              NITCH
                    Got it.

          Nitch flies out of the window.

                              TYLER
                    Don't worry we'll get them, I
                    promise.

          EXT. MARKET - LATER

          Josh, Vince, and Sally are walking through a small market.

                              SALLY
                    Wow, I've never been to a place
                    like this before.

                              VINCE
                    I take it you don't get out much.

                              SALLY
                    Oh, this is my first time leaving
                    the village.

          Nitch flies through the market on his way back to the
          Militia base. He stops to rest for a moment and notices the
          familiar face of Wonderman in the crowd.

                              NITCH
                    WONDERMAN!



          Nitch rushes towards him.

                              NITCH
                    HA HA HA, WONDERMAN, HEY
                    WONDERMAN."

          Josh turns as he hears the voice of Nitch and sees him
          flying towards him.

                              JOSH
                    Nitch?

          Once Nitch had reaches him, Sally quickly swats him to the
          ground.

                              SALLY
                    Eeu, I hate bugs.

                              JOSH
                         (bends towards Nitch)
                    SALLY, WHAT DID YOU DO THAT FOR?
                    He's an old friend.

          Josh Picks Nitch up

                              JOSH
                    Nitch are you alright?

          Nitch stands up holding his head and wobbling. Once he comes
          too he jumps up and hugs Josh's noise.

                              NITCH
                    Wonderman it's good to see you.

                              JOSH
                    Nitch how have you been?

                              NITCH
                    Oh right, it's Michelle, she's in
                    trouble.

                              JOSH
                    What?

                              NITCH
                    She was captured at a Magaknight



                    base.

                              JOSH
                    Why would she be anywhere near a
                    Magaknight base?

                              NITCH
                    Please just come wit me, you'll
                    find out every thing.

                              JOSH
                    Okay.

                              VINCE
                    JOSH?

          Josh turns towards Vince.

                              VINCE
                    Have you forgotten our original
                    plan? It's enough we have to worry
                    about the Locus but now your trying
                    to get us involved with the
                    Magaknights to.

                              JOSH
                    Sorry Vince, I've let her down
                    once. I'm not doing it again.

          INT. MILITIA'S BASE MEETING ROOM¬† - DAY

          Bryan, Tyler and Eddie are again at their base planing their
          next move.

                              TYLER
                    I'm sorry, about you're men, but we
                    if we would have went back we would
                    have only joined them.

                              BRYAN
                    Are they going to die.

                              TYLER
                    Eventually, but as I said before
                    Rapid will try to use them to get
                    information about us. So we have



                    time.

                              BRYAN
                    How long.

                              TYLER
                    I'd say until tomorrow morning,
                    Rapid doesn't waste time.

                              EDDIE
                    So if we're going to act we have to
                    do it tonight. No one's ever tried
                    to infiltrate the Magaknight City
                    Before. So it'll be unexpected to
                    them.

                              TYLER
                    Because no one's ever been that
                    stupid.

          One of their men walks up to them.

                              MILITIA MEMBER
                    Hey they're strangers here. They
                    said they know you Bryan.

          EXT. OUTSIDE OF MILITIA'S LAIR - DAY

          Josh, Vince, and Sally stand at the entrance of the lair
          with three men holding them up with weapons.

                              VINCE
                    Don't you guys have any idea who
                    your dealing with?

          They here the voice of Bryan.

                              BRYAN
                    WONDERMAN!

          Bryan walks up to Josh and shakes his hand.

                              BRYAN
                    Wow, you're the last person I'd
                    expect to see.



                              JOSH
                    Well a little fairy lead me here.

                              BRYAN
                    Come on we have a lot to discuss.

          INT. MILITIA'S LAIR - DAY

          Bryan leads them through the lair.

                              JOSH
                    I heard Michelle is in trouble.

                              BRYAN
                    She has been captured by the
                    Magaknights.

                              JOSH
                    And how exactly did that happen.
                    Why were you guys trying to take
                    them own.

                              BRYAN
                    If you're here to scold us then
                    forget it. You walked away
                    remember, with our homes gone we
                    really had nothing else to lose.
                    Little by little we met more people
                    like us until we had enough to
                    acutrally do something about it. So
                    are you going to join us or turn
                    your back again.

                              JOSH
                    When are you planing to rescue
                    Michelle.

                              BRYAN
                    Tonight.

                              JOSH
                    Do you have a plan.

                              BRYAN
                    We're working on it.



                              JOSH
                    Then I'm in, let's take then down
                    for good.

          EXT. MAGAKNIGHT CITY - NIGHT

          The sun begins to set on the Magaknight city. Their are
          teams between each of the two gates. Bryan leads one of
          teams, and Josh leads the other one. The other two teams are
          led by Vince and Eddie. Vince's group is on the side next to
          Josh's group, and Bryan's team is next to Eddie's team. Each
          of their teams has five men apart from themselves. Tyler is
          posted in a vehicle twenty yards from the city along with
          three others. Giving the commands.¬†

                              TYLER(VO)
                         (over a radio)
                    Are all teams ready?¬†

                              JOSH
                    Tyler, where do they keep the
                    prisoners.

                              TYLER(VO)
                    The prisoners are brought to the
                    tower. That's where they're
                    interrogated.

                              JOSH
                    Then my team is going there.

                              TYLER(VO)
                    You can't breach the tower until
                    the other teams have successfully
                    destroy the power plants.

                              JOSH
                    Every minute she's in there the
                    worse it could be for her.

                              TYLER(VO)
                    If you try now you'll never get
                    pass the security, plus you'll blow
                    this whole operation. Be patient,
                    she would want it this way.



                              JOSH
                    Fine.

                              TYLER(VO)
                    Okay teams, it's show time, Once
                    you've destroyed all the reactors
                    then I'll send in the rest of the
                    troops to take out the city. With
                    the reactors destroyed they're city
                    will have no power, and their
                    defenses will be completely down.

          The teams put on gloves with little suction cups on them,
          and begin to climb the gate walls.

                              TYLER(VO)
                    There may be guards posted at the
                    top. So be careful.¬†

          TEAM JOSH AND VINCE

          Josh reaches the top and looks around before the other get
          up.

                              JOSH
                    It looks safe.

          The others follow him.

          TEAMS BRYAN AND EDDIE

                              BRYAN
                    Okay Tyler we're here.

                              TYLER(VO)
                    Okay, every twenty meters of the
                    wall is a guard house. Sneak into a
                    guard station and take out the
                    guard Then leave someone in there
                    to take his place, and report in
                    every fifteen minutes to avoid
                    suspicion. The only way down from
                    the wall is through a guard
                    station.

          They make it to the guard station, take out the guards, and



          one of the men takes the guard's place.

          They go through the guard station and walk down the stairs
          the bottom.

                              BRYAN
                    We've just reached the bottom.

          TEAMS JOSH AND VINCE

                              JOSH
                    So have we.

                              TYLER(VO)
                    Okay, now it's time for the teams
                    to split.

          TEAMS BRYAN AND EDDIE

                              EDDIE
                    Teams three and four splitting up.

          Eddie and Bryan's team go their separate ways.

                              JOSH(VO)
                    So are teams one and two.

                              TYLER(VO)
                    Don't mess this up Vince.

          TEAMS JOSH AND VINCE

                              VINCE
                    You just worry about your job
                    Magaknight, and let me worry about
                    mine.

          TEAM BRYAN

          Byran's team comes to a large reactor with a control house
          beside it.

                              BRYAN
                    Team three just reached the north
                    power plant.



                              TYLER(VO)
                    Okay, now the power is made by a
                    nuclear reactor.

                              BRYAN
                    Reactor got it, So should I plant a
                    bomb on the reactor?

                              TYLER(VO)
                    Not unless you want to blow up the
                    entire city plus everything within
                    a fifty mile radius. What you need
                    to destroy in the transfer box.
                    It's the huge box to the right of
                    the reactor. That's what takes the
                    power from the reactor and
                    distributes it to parts of the
                    city.

                              BRYAN
                    I see it.

                              TYLER(VO)
                    You need to go in the control
                    building to the left of the reactor
                    and access the control panel. From
                    there you'll have to turn off the
                    output and double the input.
                    Without the energy leaving the
                    transfer box it will overflow and
                    burn out the box.

                              BRYAN
                    Got it.

          Bryan's team enters the control house knocks out the guards,
          go up to the control panel then goes to work.

          TEAM EDDIE

                              TYLER(VO)
                    Hey Eddie, have you been listening
                    to this. It will be the same thing
                    for your power plant.

                              EDDIE



                    Yeah I heard every word.

          TEAM VINCE

          Vince's Team get's close to a water planet.

                              TYLER(VO)
                    Vince it's different for you.

                              VINCE
                    I don't need your advice
                    Magaknight. I can handle it myself.

          INT. MAGAKNIGHT TOWER HALL - NIGHT

          Rapid is in a large hall, he is along with other Magaknight
          soldiers. They are dining and partying. A Soldier walks up
          to Rapid.

                              MAGAKNIGHT SOLDIER
                    Sir we have a problem.

                              RAPID
                    It better be important.

                              MAGAKNIGHT SOLDIER
                    Two of our reactors just went down.
                    Some one purposely overflowed the
                    box. We think it's sabotage.

                              RAPID
                    Search the city.

                              MAGAKNIGHT SOLDIER
                    Yes sir.

          The Soldier walks away. Rapid stances up and get's
          everyone's attention.

                              RAPID
                    It a pears we may have intruders. I
                    want everyone to your defensive
                    stations, NOW!

          The Magaknights begin to scramble, and alarms begin to
          sound.



          TEAM EDDIE

          Eddie's team has just finishes destroying the south power
          plant when the sound of an alarm catches their attention.

                              EDDIE
                    Hey Tyler somethings happening.

                              TYLER(VO)
                    I was expecting this. All teams
                    hurry and join team one at the
                    tower. That's where you can make a
                    stand until reinforcements get
                    there. Vince, what's the status on
                    the water planet.

          TEAM VINCE

                              VINCE
                    I'm taking it out now.

          Vince is standing on top of a huge water tank. He bowed is
          head, lifts his arms and concentrates. His arms begin to
          glow bright blue. He quickly brings his arms down touching
          the tank turning the water into ice.

                              VINCE
                    Done and heading to the tower.

          EXT. MAGAKNIGHT CITY - NIGHT

          Teams one, three, and four are fighting off Magaknight
          soldiers at the tower entrance. Reinforcement Militia troops
          storm inside the city, in vehicles both on the ground and in
          the air and begin to attack the Magaknight.

          INT. MAGAKNIGHT TOWER - NIGHT

          Rapid is in a control room along with other Magaknights
          commanding the battle.

                              MAGAKNIGHT SOLDIER
                    Sir, the enemy is advancing.

                              MAGAKNIGHT SOLDIER



                    They've destroyed our power plants,
                    we're unable to use our turrets and
                    shields.

                              RAPID
                    DAMMIT. I DON'T CARE WHAT YOU DO
                    JUST KILL THEM.

          Another soldier runs to him.

                              OTHER MAGAKNIGHT SOLDIER
                    Sir, they've breached the Tower.

                              RAPID
                    They must be trying to rescue the
                    prisoners.

          EXT. OUTSIDE OF THE MAGAKNIGHT TOWER - NIGHT

          Bryan's, Josh's and Eddie's teams are trying to make a stand
          at the tower while Josh's team goes inside and looks for the
          prisoners. The Militia struggled to hold of the Magaknights,
          but they are greatly out numbered.

                              BRYAN
                    Tyler these guys are tough.

                              TYLER(VO)
                    Just hold off a bit longer. Our men
                    has just reach the city and
                    fighting their way towards you.

          Vince's team finally shows up.

                              VINCE
                    Sorry we're late.

                              EDDIE
                    You should have retreated, It
                    doesn't look like we'll win this
                    battle.

                              TYLER(VO)
                    Just hold then off for few more
                    minutes.



          They continue to fight off the Magaknights.

          INT. MAGAKNIGHT TOWER - NIGHT

          Josh's team enters in the first floor of the tower.

                              JOSH
                    Tyler, where do they keep the
                    prisoners.

                              TYLER(VO)
                    The prisoners are kept on the 3rd
                    basement floor. After you save them
                    head the control room on eh 74ht
                    floor. That's where Rapid should
                    be. Take him out.

                              JOSH
                    Got it.
                         (turns to Eddie)
                    Head to to the control room, I'll
                    go for the prisoners.

                              EDDIE
                    Got it.

          They separate.

          EXT. OUTSIDE OF THE MAGAKNIGHT TOWER - NIGHT

          As the Militia at the base of the tower struggle to fight of
          the Magaknights. Just as the Magaknights advance towards
          them, reinforcements rush the the scene and surround the
          Magaknights, fighting them.

                              BRYAN
                    The rest is up to you Josh.

          INT. MAGAKNIGHT TOWER - CONTROL ROOM - NIGHT

          The elevator door opens and Eddie throws out a small grenade
          in front of the door to control room one. It explodes taking
          out the Magaknights guarding the door. He walks up to their
          bodies and take their guns, his men follow him.

                              EDDIE



                    okay, lets go.

          Eddie kicks open the doors and opens fire. The Magaknight
          scientist inside begins to reach for their weapons but Eddie
          shoots them before they could get to their guns. Eddie Aims
          for Rapid and fires. Rapid quickly sways to the right and
          lift dodging the fire, then pulls out he's guns and shoots
          Eddie, killing him and the rest of his team.

          INT. MAGAKNIGHT TOWER - 3RD BASEMENT FLOOR - NIGHT

          Josh steps off the elevator on the 3rd basement floor, a
          long silent hall with three doors on each side. The doors
          had little bared windows on them. He walked up to the doors
          one by one looking inside. He comes to the last door and
          sees Michelle tied to a chair with her head down and a
          Magaknight guard on each side of her. Josh opens the door
          and rushes in. The Magaknights began to pull out their
          weapons, but Josh quickly pulls out his sword and stabs one
          then slices the other. They fell to the floor.

          Josh walks over to Michelle and notices she is unconscious.
          He unties her and lays her on the floor.

                              JOSH
                    Michelle, Michelle, please be okay.

          Michelle slowly opens her eyes and sees Josh leaning over
          her.

                              MICHELLE
                    Wonderman! Am I dead.

                              JOSH
                    No, I'm here to save you.

          she sits up and throws her arms around him.

                              JOSH
                    Are you okay?

                              MICHELLE
                    I'd never expected to see you here.

                              JOSH
                    I'm sorry it took me so long to



                    come for you.
                         (brushes her hair back)
                    I missed you so much Michelle.
                    Please forgive me for leaving.

                              MICHELLE
                         (hugs him)
                    It's okay. I'm just glad your here
                    now.

          They stand up.

                              JOSH
                    You have to get out of here.

                              MICHELLE
                    What about you?

                              JOSH
                    I'm going to stay and finish this.

                              MICHELLE
                    Please let me help.

                              JOSH
                    Michelle it's too dangerous.

                              MICHELLE
                    Don't talk to me about danger. I
                    took a vowed to bring down the
                    Magaknights and I'm going to do it.

          Michelle walks to the elevator. Josh follows her. The door
          opens and they walk in. Josh pulls out a gun and hands it to
          her.

                              JOSH
                    You'll need this.

                              MICHELLE
                    Thanks.

                              JOSH
                         (radio's Tyler)
                    I got Michelle, where will I find
                    Rapid.



                              TYLER
                    He's most likely in the control
                    room right next to his office, on
                    the 74ht floor, Eddie went up
                    there, but I haven't heard back
                    from him in a while.

                              JOSH
                    Got it.
                         (to michelle)
                    Lets go.

          INT. MAGAKNIGHT TOWER - 74TH FLOOR - NIGHT

          The elevator stops and the doors open. Josh and Michelle
          walks in the control room looking around at all the bodies.

                              MICHELLE
                    Looks like we're to late.

          They walk in cautiously looking around the room. Michelle
          walks to the window and looks down. She could see a battle
          between the Militia and the Magaknights.

          EXT. OUTSIDE OF THE MAGAKNIGHT TOWER - NIGHT

          The battle is just beginning to slow down. The Militia has
          the Magaknights, captured, making them throw down their
          weapons and surrender.

                              BYRAN
                    We did it, we've defeated the
                    Magaknights.

          As Vince walks through the crowds he gets a weird feeling
          then looks up, and gets a scared expression.

          Shadows begin the cover the City.

          Everyone looks up and begins to back away in fear.

                              BRYAN
                    We have to go; Now!

          They look up and see a bunch of Militia flying towards them



          with jet packs and long wings made of cloth and wires,
          dropping bombs on the Magaknights. The other Militia troops
          rush in and begins to attack the Magaknights.

          INT. MAGAKNIGHT TOWER - 74TH FLOOR - NIGHT

          Josh walks across the room towards Michelle. He is suddenly
          grabbed by the shoulder and tossed across the room slamming
          into the wall behind him, and his sword flies a few feet
          away from him.

          Michelle turns to the sound and sees Rapid standing in the
          center of the room while Josh is struggling to get up with
          pain across the room.

                              MICHELLE
                    WONDERMAN!

          Josh stands up in pain.

                              RAPID
                    So the great Wonderman; now
                    powerless.
                         (slowly walks towards)
                    You know you cause me a lot of
                    trouble in the past.

          Michelle points her gun at Rapid but before she could pull
          the trigger Rapid quickly pulls out his gun and shoots hers
          out of her hand.

                              RAPID
                    I'll deal with you later.
                         (throws his gun to the floor)
                    I don't need a weapon for you
                    Wonderman. I'm going rip you apart
                    with my bare hands. That way I can
                    enjoy it a lot more.

          Josh makes a fist and swings at Rapid, but Rapid grabs his
          hand and punches him in the stomach.

          Rapid then he grabs Josh by the neck and throws him across
          the room. Josh crashes into a rail breaking it.

          Rapid walks up to Josh. Michelle jumps in the way but Rapid



          grabs her and throws her aside. Josh picks up a metal tube
          from the broken rail and swings it at Rapid hitting him in
          the stomach, stunning him. Then he hits Rapid in the head
          and knocks him down.

          He swings again on rapid but Rapid grabs it and pulls it out
          of Josh's hand. Rapid gets up and hits Josh with the tube
          knocking him down.¬†

          Rapid walks up to Josh and picks him up with his left hand
          while holding the tube in his right hand.

                              RAPID
                    I'm going to finish you once and
                    for all.

          Just as he swings the tube Michelle picks up her gun and
          shoots him in the back. He drops Josh and the tube as he
          falls to his knees in pain. Rapid stands up in pain and
          begins walk to Michelle. She tries to shoot him again but
          her dodges the shoots..

          Rapid knocks the gun out of her hand, grabs her neck, and
          holds her up.

                              RAPID
                    I was going to kill you later, but
                    I guess I can make and exception,

          Rapid hold his fist up and a blade emerges from his sleeve.
          Just as he starts to swing, a sword is thrust through his
          back and coming out his front.

          Michelle looks behind him and sees Josh standing behind him
          holding the handle of the sword. Rapid drops Michelle and
          falls to his knees. Josh pulls out his sword and walks
          around to the front of him.¬†

          Josh helps Michelle up, then holds his sword to Rapid neck.

                              JOSH
                    It's over Rapid, the Magaknights
                    are threw.

          As Rapid speaks he coughs up blood.



                              RAPID
                    The Magaknights will never
                    surrender. I'd rather die.

          The Window suddenly blows open as if a bomb was set off. The
          shock wave pushes them all to the floor

                              MICHELLE
                    What's going on?

                              JOSH
                    I don't know.

          When they recover they look towards the window and see Max
          floating into the room. A feeling of fear takes Josh and he
          is unable to move.

                              MAX
                    How dare you boys throw a party and
                    not invite the Locus.

          EXT. MAGAKNIGHT CITY - NIGHT

          The Locus rushed the city, killing the remaining
          Magaknights. The militia begin to retreat.

          INT. MAGAKNIGHT TOWER - 74TH FLOOR - NIGHT

          Max walks up to Rapid and stares him straight in the eyes.

                              MAX
                    I told you, Wonderman is mine.

          

          Max's eyes turn on Josh.

                              MAX
                    I've looking for you for a long
                    time, I was begining to wonder if
                    you we're even worth the trouble.

                              

          Josh has his eyes set on a Locus that is flying around the
          tower on a giant bird.



                              RAPID
                         (to Vince)
                    I should have killed you when I had
                    the chance.

          Max holds up his hand and the shattered glass around him
          begins to float. He Throws his hand forwards the the glass
          penetrates Max's body killing. "

                              MAX
                         (to Josh)
                    Now for you.

          As he turns towards Josh he sees Josh at the control panel.
          Setting it to self destruct.

                              MAX
                    Sorry Max, I guess we'll have to
                    reschedule.

          Josh quickly grabs Michelle and runs towards the window. He
          jumped out the window and landed on the giant bird, kicking
          off the Locus controlling of it.

          The Room blows up causing a massive explosion which
          destroyed the entire tower. Once the smoke clears, Max is
          floating in a bubble, he had made at the last minute to
          shield himself.

          The bubble disappears and Max threw his arms up into the
          air. The sky began to fills with dark cloud and lighting
          strikes the giant bird causing them to fall out of the sky.

          EXT. OUTSIDE OF THE MAGAKNIGHT CITY - SUNRISE

          Just as it reaches the ground Josh grabs Michelle and jumps
          off at the last minute barely making is. They roll of the
          ground. Josh runs to¬† and sees that she is badly injured
          from the lighting strike.

          Other Militia Member run to their aid.

          INT. MAGAKNIGHT CITY - SUNRISE

          The Locus were walking around the ruins of Magaknight city.



          Max floats down next to one of his men.

                              LOCUS SOLDIER
                    I'm sorry my lord they got away.

                              MAX
                    Continue the search. Find him, and
                    remember I want him alive.

                              LOCUS SOLDIER
                    It will be done my lord.

          INT. MILITIA'S LAIR - DAY

          The Men were back at their base resting from the battle and
          tending to the wounds of their injured.

          Josh, stands over Michelle's bed as she slowly passes away.

                              JOSH
                    This is my fault, I shouldn't have
                    left, I shouldn't have let you do
                    this alone.

                              MICHELLE
                    Wonderman it's not your fault, I
                    wanted to help Wonderland, I wanted
                    to stop the Magaknights. I would
                    have gone after them weather you
                    were there or not.

                              JOSH
                    But If I was there you wouldn't
                    have to do this.

          Michelle puts her hand on his face.

                              MICHELLE
                    No, you couldn't do it alone. No
                    one can. Even if you did have your
                    powers you couldn't go on defending
                    Wonderland alone, that's why I
                    always to tried to stay in your
                    life.

          Josh stays silent with his head down.



                              MICHELLE
                    Please promise me that when you do
                    decide to take on the Locus you
                    wont do it alone.

                              JOSH
                    I Promise.

          Josh bends over her and tears roll down his cheek as she
          passes away.

          WONDERLAND

          Max stands in Magaknights officers looking down on
          Wonderland.

                              MAX
                    Don't worry father, he may have
                    slipped through my fingers this
                    time, but I will avenge you that is
                    a promise.

          Max watches as the once bright beautiful city was now dark
          and over run by the Locus.

          FADE OUT.


